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Lignin is the most abundant natural aromatic polymer on the earth. In this work,
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INTRODUCTION

Advanced engineered materials like carbon fibers, carbon nanotubes and graphene
combined with a polymer are used to obtain required properties in most structural
components in weight-specific applications1. Composites made from graphene sheets
have many preferred properties over carbon nanotubes and carbon fibers because
graphene sheet has a larger contact area with the polymer matrix than carbon nanotubes
or carbon fibers thus bonds stronger2. The rough wrinkled surface of graphene interlocks
well with the polymer, and when a crack initiates in the composite the 2D surface it tilts
and twists around the sheet, thus absorbing energy that is otherwise responsible for
further crack propagation2.
There are three preliminary commercial precursor materials used in the present:
polyacrylonitrile (PAN), pitch and rayon. PAN is the main precursor, which is a
synthetic petroleum-based derivative. Pitch could be a petroleum or coal derivative3.
Therefore, the current status of carbon composites market is not very attractive due to the
cost of precursor, yield, and cost of processing (which is approximately half of the final
cost4). Also with the rising petroleum prices and environmental concerns associated,
using any petroleum derivative will not be a future investment. Furthermore it has been
shown in previous studies that the PAN based carbon fibers have a lessor conductivity5
but a higher resistant to compressive failure6 than pitch based fibers.
1

Lignin is a major byproduct from paper industry and bio refineries but it is the
most abundant natural aromatic polymer in the earth is highly underutilized.
Commercialized lignin fraction from the pulp and paper industry alone is only about 2%7
of the total lignin generation; the rest is being burnt in wood boilers for processing heat
and power. The main hindrance associated with lignin commercialization is,
heterogeneity of properties like molecular weight, and functionality; arising from
different lignin sources and isolation processes2. However, being a 3D macro molecule,
with carbon content greater than 60% lignin8 has a high potential to be a precursor in
value added carbon applications. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has
successfully used lignin as a low cost precursor for carbon fiber production but achieving
required mechanical, thermal and electrical properties remains a challenge. It has also
been reported that just by utilizing only 10% of the available lignin in the US to produce
carbon fibers, half of the steel in domestic passenger transport vehicles in the US can be
replaced9. Therefore, if lignin is wisely utilized, it could be a competitive replacement
for carbon precursors in graphene production as well, with a similar or greater impact.
The main goals of this study were as follows:


to understand the basic characteristics of lignin as a carbon precursor,



to identify major difficulties of utilizing commercially available lignin as
an effective carbon precursor and try to address the problem, and



to investigate potential approaches to produce graphene using
commercially available lignin as the starting material.

2

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Carbon materials: allotropes of carbon
Carbon is the 6th element in the periodic table with an atomic mass of 12amu. The

ground state10 of electrons is 1s22s22p2. Carbon is available in different forms due to its
valence. The most common form of pure carbon in nature is graphite due to its
thermodynamic stability at the standard state11. Therefore, it is used in thermochemistry
to define heat of formation of carbon compounds11. It is chemically inert and has a high
thermal and electrical conductivity. The theoretical density of graphite is 2.26g/cm3 and is
black in color11. There are natural and synthetic graphite, where natural graphite deposits
occur in nature as massive deposits of flakes or layers11. The synthetic graphite can be
made of graphitization of carbonaceous material at temperatures ranging from 3001200oC11. There are three types of graphite: lump, crystalline flake and amorphous11. The
characterization is mainly based on the physical characteristics that resulted from
geological origin. Lump graphite is commonly found as massive deposits in fractured
rocks believed to have formed due to hydrothermal effects11. Crystalline graphite can be
found in layers of metamorphic rocks. They are isolated flat plate like pellets with
angular, rounded or irregular edges12. The amorphous graphite is formed by physical
changes to coal by heat, pressure and reactive fluids and doesn’t possess any ordered
structure. Diamond is another allotrope but much denser than graphite due to face3

centered cubic structure11 and is less common. It is highly crystalline. The other forms of
carbons are related to graphite due to the presence of “graphite-like” planes present in an
unordered mannar13. The major types of carbon can be categorized as follows based on
their hybridization, and shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1

Allotropes of carbon

Note: adopted from Lam et al.13
The fullerenes are carbon in the form of hollow spheres, ellipsoid or tube13. When
any dimension of the tubes is in nanometer scale they are called as nanotubes. The
spherical fullerene was first generated in 1985 by Harold Kroto14, and his coworkers
received the Nobel Prize in chemistry 1996. It looks like a soccer ball and consists of 20
hexagons and 12 pentagons of carbon in the vertexes. Carbynes are carbon atoms with
4

three non-bonded electrons and a single bond. They occur as reactive intermediates
generally known as radicals and therefore are short lived.
2.2

Carbon precursors for advanced engineered materials
Even though the exact relationship for polymer molecular weight and mechanical

properties are not clearly understood, studies have shown that the increase in molecular
weight would increase many desired properties like tensile strength and toughness 15,16.
The carbon precursor should be pure as possible with a high amount of carbon to produce
good quality end products. The cost of precursor plays a major role too. Lignin has high
carbon content, a high thermal stability over cellulose and hemi cellulose and grater
abundance. Considering this lignin has as very good potential to be a carbon precursor
for the graphene production.
2.3

Lignin
Lignin is a natural phenolic macromolecule present in wood. It gives the strength

to the plant cell wall17, and present in quantities about 18-35% in wood along with other
carbohydrates (~75-65%)18. Lignin has a 3D networked structure (Figure 2.2), formed by
3 main monolignols linked by ether (R-O-R) and carbon- carbon (C-C) bonds. Lignin
derived from hardwood primarily contains coniferyl alcohol and sinapyl alcohol units
whereas, soft wood lignin contains only coniferyl alcohol units17, as shown in Figure 2.2.
The third unit, p-coumaryl alcohol presents in both hard wood and soft woods in low
amounts but mainly in grass and annual plants17. Generally hardwood fibers are shorter
and less branched than softwood fibers due to specific mono-lignolic units present in it. A
long fiber can have more bonds with other fibers and thus hold structure stronger than a
5

short fiber. As a consequence, softwood fibers have a higher tensile strength, breaking
strain and fatigue toughness than hardwoods. These properties increase with the increase
in fiber length as well.

Figure 2.2

A suggested lignin structure

Note: Obtained from reference 19
Lignin isolation can be done by hydrolyzing the woody biomass. It generates as a
byproduct of the paper making process, in quantities around 63 x104 ton/year20. The pulp
and paper production involves mechanical processes, Kraft (or sulfate) process, sulfite
process, soda process, and ionic liquid process and Organosolv process. The Kraft
process dominates over other processes due to high strength of Kraft pulp, the ability of
the process to handle almost all species of softwoods and hardwoods, and the favorable
economics due to high chemical recovery (~97%)21 . Kraft lignin is 85% of the total
world’s lignin production20 and contains sulfur in quantities 1.5-3% 22. That is because of
6

the use of sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) in the pulping process. Based on how lignin is
isolated, it is divided in to two main groups; sulfur containing lignin and sulfur free
lignin. The Kraft lignin and lignosulfonates contain sulfur because of the process
conditions of delignification. The soda lignin, Organosolv lignin, steam explosion lignin,
hydrolysis lignin and oxygen delignification lignin are considered as sulfur free lignin23.
The degree of delignification varies from the process conditions such as
temperature and the chemicals being used. The ether bonds, which are about 2/3 of the
linkages present in lignin, are less stable than carbon-carbon bonds. So during the pulping
process most of the ether linkages breakdown leaving carbon-carbon bonds attached. This
alters the structure of the original molecule present in the trees. After being removed
from digested solution, lignin is separated from black liquor mainly by filtration and
precipitation20, yet most parts of black liquor are not isolated and burnt in wood boilers
for process heat and power. So the commercialized lignin fraction from the pulp and
paper industry alone is only about 2% of the total lignin generation7. Even in the Kraft
process lignin commercializes in quantities less than 100,000 tons/year 7.
Historically lignin has been used only as an energy source where it was burnt in
wood boilers for process heat and power. Even today the current lignin market is limited
to low value products such as fillers and binders due to the cost of production. There are
other uses like road binder, dust control, oil well drilling muds, adhesives, resins and
binders, wallboard, dispersants, pesticides24,25, emulsifiers, wetting agents, fertilizer
bricks, ink and pigments and industrial cleaners, with utilizing lignin in small quantities.
The hindrances associated with lignin commercialization are, varying functionality,

7

heterogeneity of properties like polydispersity, and impurities arising from different
lignin source and isolation processes.
Lignin as a 3D randomized macro molecule has different end groups such as
hydroxyl, methoxyl, carbonyl and carboxyl20 with varying chemical reactivity and
functionality. The non-uniformity of the structure, vary from biomass origin and
delignification process it undergoes. The unknown reactivity, thermal stabilities and
kinetics due to the presence of multiple functional groups make it an unreliable precursor
for high-end applications such as thermoplastics26.
The broad molecular weight distribution of lignin could be due to many reasons.
The most common is the way wood has been de-lignified; depending on the processing
conditions, (such as strength of chemicals, pH, temperature, pressure, etc.), the bonds
holding lignin monomers together can breakdown more frequently. For an example,
Organosolv and soda lignin are less polydispersed compared to Kraft lignin, but they are
better than lignosulfonates from sulfite process. The other reason could be the presence
of lignin-carbohydrate complexes27. The breaking down linkages, holding lignin and
carbohydrates can result in a low molecular weight fraction for the sample. Because of
these reasons, lignin derived from commercial pulping processes and bio refineries make
it unsuitable for high-end applications such as thermoplastics, due to the relatively low
molecular weight. Even though the exact relationship between molecular weight and
polymer mechanical properties is not clearly understood, studies have shown that the
increase in molecular weight would increase many desired properties like, tensile strength
and toughness15,16. Therefore, extracting the high molecular weight fraction from a
commercial lignin with a low polydispersity is crucial in many applications.
8

Commercially available lignin contains a high level of impurities (4-6% in
lignosulfonates28) like ash and sulfur (1-3% in Kraft process22). The varying amounts of
impurities hindered the usage of lignin as a starting material in high-end applications
because they produce undesirable byproducts and result a lower yield once utilized. For
an example, even when the lignin is burnt as a fuel, the emissions require further
purifications like scrubbing before being discharged to the atmosphere to remove gaseous
SO2. Also, sulfur present in lignin can poison the catalysts used in chemical conversion
processes20. A composite made of lignin containing sulfur tends to increase the
brittleness29, decrease strength and modulus, thus resulting in failure. There have been
very few studies to remove sulfur in lignin as it is covalently bonded to lignin structure.
The sulfur is considered to be present as both inorganic and organic sulfur. The inorganic
sulfur may be present as sulfate ions (SO42-), elemental sulfur (S), and polysulfide (SnS2)23. The organic sulfur is thiols (-S-H), sulfide (S2-) and disulfides (-S-S-). In Kraft lignin
most of the lignin is organically bonded sulfur contributing ~70% for total sulfur present.
The rest is inorganic sulfates (SO42-), which is about 29%, and elemental sulfur ~ 1%22.
Removing impurities will increase the range of lignin application and the rate of
production such as melt spinability, which is a key issue in carbon fiber production.
These are major drawbacks of lignin to be utilized as an economical precursor presently.
Therefore removing sulfur from lignin will not only increase the capability of utilizing it
as a valuable precursor for carbon fiber composite applications but also for sustainable
bio fuel production.

9

2.4

Lignin as a low cost precursor
In the past 40 years, lignin as a potential carbon fiber precursor has been studied

by many researchers. Carbon fibers contain carbon >90% of the content. It has a high
strength and stiffness, light weight, high resistance to heat and corrosion; however, it has
a negative coefficient of thermal expansion and creates galvanic corrosion due to its high
carbon content30. It has been vastly used in high tech applications such as aircraft,
automobile and wind turbines1. However the cost associated for carbon fibers is presently
very high, limiting their potential uses in other applications.
Today the leading research done by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory focuses
on processing lignin to produce carbon fibers with limited chemical modifications4. At
present, based on their studies, the main difficulties encountered are to achieve a high rate
spinning, fast conversion, high yield and scalability. According to their findings the
hardwood lignin are melt spunable, stabilize slow but softwood lignin, could be
stabilized; not melt spun4. Melt spinning has many advantages over solution spinning
such as cost of energy, low greenhouse gas emissions, speed of production and low
environmental toxicity. However, in order to melt spin a high purity, which is >99%
lignin, is required 31. Based on their findings, the highest achievable strength and
modulus was 1.21 Gpa and 83 GPa with an average of 0.5 Gpa and 48 GPa. However, in
order to be used in automotive applications, a minimal strength and modulus of 1.72 GPa
and 172 GPa is required.
2.5

Graphene
In graphene, carbon atoms are covalently bonded in a hexagonal ring as the basic

repeating unit consists of sp2 hybridized carbon. However 5 and /or 7 member rings can
10

also be formed32. The bonding forces between the planes are much weaker than the
bonding between the carbon atoms in a ring. The carbon atoms of the ring are strongly
bonded via covalent bonds while the layers are held together by weak van der Walls
forces. The in-plane carbon atoms are separated by an interatomic distance of 1.415
𝐴̇ and planes or layers are separated by inter planer distance of 3.354 𝐴̇ at room
temperature13. The stacking of graphene planes makes the graphite hexagonal,
rhombohedral or turbostratic.
Graphene is considered as the next generation of material for many applications,
due to a large surface area, high strength and stiffness, electrical and thermal conductivity
and an ability to elongate a quarter of its length upon loading 33. Graphene has a very high
theoretical specific surface area of 2630 m2/g, which is much greater than carbon
nanotubes (1315 m2/g) and graphite (10m2/g)34. Unlike graphite, which is brittle in
nature, the graphene sheets are very flexible and transparent. In general, 2D materials are
very rare in nature due to their instability. For example, thin films are thermodynamically
unstable and therefore decompose or segregate below a certain thickness35. Graphene is
however an exception, where its sheets are one atomic layer thick, thus two dimensional
planer sheets. In graphene sheets electrons move as if they are massless, thus at a
velocity of light in a vacuum32. In graphite (graphene sheet consists of few or more
layers), the electrical properties differ from their crystallographic orientation of
individual sheet. Therefore, conductivity can be controlled by controlling the
crystallographic orientation of graphene sheet32. Altogether these properties result in
good in-plane functional and mechanical properties36. They are appropriate to be used in
advanced materials like composites, energy storage, mechanical resonators, biometric
11

devices, solar cells, semi-conductor industry, etc. However, these superior properties
exhibit only in graphene (one or few layer) but not in multi-layer (graphite). Therefore,
obtaining few layer graphene without much difficulty is the current goal of technology.
Other than these basic properties, there are several other properties of graphene as listed
below 37:


Thinnest imaginable material



Almost transparent (absorbs only 2.3% of the light intensity)



Strongest material to know so far (more than 100 times stronger than the
strongest steel); strong covalent bonding in six membered ring will give a
high strength when a load is applied in parallel direction

2.5.1



Stiffest known material (stiffer than diamond)



Most stretchable crystal (up to 20% elastically)



Record thermal conductivity (outperforming diamond)



Highest current density at room temperature (106 times of copper)



Completely impermeable (even helium cannot squeeze through)



Highest charge mobility (100 times more than in silicon)



Conducts electricity in the limit of no electrons



Lightest charge carriers (zero rest mass)



Longest mean free path at room temperature (micron range)

Production of graphene
The first innovation of graphene by Novoselov and Geim received the Nobel

Prize in Physics in 2010. They mechanically exfoliated graphite layers using scotch tape
12

by breaking the weak interlayer interaction forces37. Later on there were several other
approaches to obtain graphene. Graphictically exfoliated graphene has the advantage of
high purity that it doesn’t contain any heterogeneous material38; however, it has only a
limited sizes. Therefore, several other researchers followed similar approaches, largely
confined to methods based on surface peeling and chemical exfoliation39,40. Jayasena and
coworkers39 have used an ultra-sharp single crystal diamond wedge to exfoliate graphed
from highly ordered pyrolysis graphene (HOPG) while controlling the depth of insertion
rake angle, cleavage speed and clearance angle. The schematic of the process39 is shown
in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3

Schematic diagram for wedge-based mechanical exfoliation of a few layers
of graphene

Choi et al.40 achieved chemical exfoliation by grafting organic molecular wedges
to the defect sites of graphene located mainly on edges via a reaction in poly(phosphoric
acid)(PPA)/phosphorous pentoxide (P2O5) medium. Then the edge functionalized
graphene was dispersed in N-methyl-2-pyrolidone to obtain two dimensional graphenelike sheets. Also other approaches are available for chemical exfoliation of graphene
13

such as introducing small organic molecules (typically sulfuric acid, nitric acid or tetrabutyl ammonium hydroxide) between the graphene layers by thermal evaporation or
sonication38.
Achieving high quality and bulk quantities of pure graphene economically is very
difficult. Chemical vapor deposition is another common approach taken to produce thin
sheets of graphene with a high purity, specifically for semiconductor industry.
Graphene sheets tends to rearrange to form graphite nanoplatelets38. Therefore,
most of the time graphene sheets will be functionalized to repel each other. Also in some
applications graphene will be functionalized in order to bond well with additives. One
example is in composites and solutions; the chemical modifications to be compatible with
different types of resins. However, graphene is more chemically inert than carbon
nanotube and fullerenes41. Therefore, functionalizing graphene became a challenge.
Both covalent and non-covalent functionalization can be achieved for graphene. Non
covalent functionalization is carried out by physisorption and covalent functionalization
by chemisorption.
2.5.2

Graphene purification
High purity graphene is of much interest because of many applications such as

electrodes, electronic transistors, electro chemical devices, polymer composites and
thermal conductors. The main impurities present in graphene are carbonization catalysts,
nongraphictic material and amorphous carbon left from the carbon precursor34. The
catalyst particles are typically encapsulated in a carbon shell that could vary from
disordered carbon layers to graphitic shells32 that makes them difficult to remove 42,43.
But it has been shown that even after a significant purifications “these impurities can
14

dramatically influence, or even dominate various properties of carbon nanotubes and
graphenes”34. Presence of impurities cause change in properties such as electrochemical,
electronic42, and mechanical properties of the graphene, resulting in unpredictable
characteristics for the application. Not only that, metallic catalyst particles accumulate
and partially tend to risk of toxicity38 if graphene is used in biomolecules. However,
removing only impurities without any damage to graphene is still challenging.
The single walled carbon nanotubes are simply the wrapped up graphene sheets38.
Graphene is 2D planer while nanotubes are 1D rods. Due to the similarity of the
fundamental unit, most of the purification methods used for graphene and nanotubes can
be similar. There are many available purification schemes used by various researchers in
the past such as acid oxidation, gas oxidation, filtration and chromatography44. The acid
treatment involves refluxing graphene and acid at different temperatures and molarities
for different periods of time to oxidize the metal catalyst and amorphous carbon. The
most commonly used acids are nitric and hydrochloric32,43,45. The different process
conditions, temperature, etching times and also different oxidizing agent used by
researchers 32,42,43,45. Dillon et al. (1999)46 reported that by increasing the refluxing time
form 4 hr to 16 hr with a HNO3 acid molarity of 3M, mostly “damaged or consumed”
the nanotubes and the result was further worsen when the duration increased to 48hrs.
Chiang43 and coworkers reported that the disordered carbon removal would be facilitated
at lower temperatures rather than going in to harsher conditions. Recently Choi et al.
(2012)47 reported that using a salt solution to avoid an acidic environment can be helpful
in obtaining graphene without any damage or with a less damage that can caused by
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acidic environment. The salt solution can be KMnO4, KClO3, K2CrO4 and etc. with a
solvent such as water32.
The production methods involved in using nickel and copper catalysts generally
treated with Fe(III) based etchant solution to oxidize and dissolve metal particles32,34 thus
solubilizing them. However this results in a significant contamination from iron34.
Therefore, in order to be effective as purification, the metal catalysts should be able to
fully dissolve, and the oxidizing agent should be washed away completely after
treatment.
The effectiveness of purification can be quantified by studying TGA profile of
samples with air as the purge gas. TGA curve (weight loss vs. temperature), contains the
information about the initiation temperature where the material starts to decompose, the
oxidation temperature where the maximum weight loss occurs (maximum of the DTG
curve), and the residual mass after heating. Purer material will have a narrow DTG
peak48. The thermal stability of the material is given by the oxidation temperature48; the
higher the oxidation temperature, the more stable and more crystalline the material is.
Impurities like amorphous carbon will have a lower oxidation temperature in the range of
200-300oC48. Then as the temperature increases single walled carbon nanotube ( 350500oC) and multi walled carbon nanotubes(400-600oC) will be decomposed followed by
graphitic particles48. The residual mass at 625oC gives a measure of the noncarbonaceous content in the sample,49 and in a sample of graphene it indicates how much
metal catalyst presents48. This information can be used in many ways to identify better
process conditions of graphene production with fewer impurities at a lower cost.
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CHAPTER III
OVERVIEW OF CARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTS

This chapter briefly discusses main characterization techniques used in this
research. A general overview of the instruments used for analysis and their theoretical
aspects is introduced when possible.
3.1

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermogravimetry is an analytical technique that is used to determine the thermal

stability and fraction of volatile matter present in a sample. TGA is used to determine the
composition of multi component material, oxidative stabilities, and decomposition
kinetics, as well as for understanding effects of reactive atmospheres on materials50.
Upon heating, a sample may undergo physical processes like gas adsorption, gas
desorption, and phase transitions (vaporization/ sublimation), or chemical processes such
as decomposition, chemisorption, and reactions results a change in sample mass50.
During a TGA a sample that is held in controlled atmosphere will be subjected to a
controlled temperature program. The temperature program is most often a ramping up or
ramping down; however, constant temperature (isothermal) runs are also acceptable. The
environment is controlled by purging an inert (N2, Ar or He) or reactive gas (commonly
air). The output from the TGA is a change in mass as a function of temperature or time
that needs to be further analyzed to obtain the required data. TGA is capable of handling
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almost any material and therefore is vastly used in every field of science and
technology50. It can be used to get information about the material properties like thermal
stability, composition, kinetics, and also for material characteristics. The main
components of the instrument are a highly sensitive microbalance, furnace, temperature
programmer and the recording device.
The main factors affecting a TG analysis are the sample size, heating rate, type of
sample (powder, pellet, film etc), sample pan type (material, size and shape), and the
atmosphere inside the furnace50. The increasing ramping rate will shift the mass loss
curve to a higher temperature due to the time lag to establish the equilibrium between the
heating element and the sample50. This will also decrease the resolution of the weight loss
curve50. If the sample size is larger, heat transfer inside the sample is not as efficient as if
a small sample were being used50. So this will also decrease the resolution of the weight
loss curve and shift the curve to a higher temperature. When a powdery sample is being
used in TGA, it will contact the pan better than a film or pellets being used50. The higher
the contact area between pan and the sample, the greater the heat transfer, thus, faster
equilibrium is established50. The sample pan itself has a heat transfer rate and a heat
capacity associated with it. Therefore, once the pan is changed, the response will change
too. The reaction of a sample under inert atmosphere is different than in air50. Mostly,
many samples will degrade by reacting with oxygen present in air and leaving a lower
mass at the end compared to the same temperature heat up in an inert atmosphere.
3.2

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
DSC is capable of capturing heat effects associated with phase transition or a

chemical reaction51. In DSC the difference in heat flow to the sample and reference held
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in a controlled atmosphere is being recorded as the elapsed time or as a function of
temperature. During a physical transformation of a material the amount of energy needed
to flow to maintain the sample and reference at the same temperature will be different51.
This heat flow will be recorded as a function of temperature. These measurements
provide quantitative and qualitative information about physical and chemical changes to
the sample51.
DSC data can be used to identify material properties like melting point, heat
capacity, percent crystallinity, glass transition, crystallization51 and etc. The glass
transition(Tg) occurs in amorphous or semi crystalline martial because of the resistance
to flow with the increasing temperature52. Melting point and glass transition are the
properties of crystalline and amorphous phases of the polymer, which is an endothermic
process52. A melting of a polymer is a transformation of a solid material with an ordered
structure to a liquid state with random structure52. The glass transition in polymers
happens in a large range of temperature52. The first factor that affect is the degree of
crystallinity: more crystalline the sample, the narrower the glass transition is52. For a pure
crystalline material there is no glass transition and only a melting point exists52. The
thermal history of the sample (for an example, at what temperature it solidified?) has an
effect on how free the polymer chains are at that condition and how they are arranged at
the equilibrium52. This will affect the glass transition. Impurities present in a sample will
decrease the melting point52. The rate of heating will change the melting point51. For an
example, increase in heating rate would yield a rise to melting point because of the time
lag between the set point temperature and actual sample temperature. For solid materials
increasing the platelet thickness or the lamella thickness will increase the melting point
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because of the time it takes for heat to transfer within the sample. In the constant pressure
operation, the enthalpy change is equal to the heat flow. Therefore, integrating the DSC
peak will result the total enthalpy change during the transformation. The glass transition
is not a real phase transformation (a second order transformation) and therefore no
enthalpy is associated with such transformation.
The degree of polymer crystallinity depends on the rate of cooling during
solidification, chain configuration52 (co polymer; random, block, alternating or graft).
Polymeric materials are responsive to heat treatments and, therefore, would result in a
change in structure and properties once heated. When heating, molecules will have
enough freedom to move freely and arrange in a crystalline form at a temperature called
crystalline temperature52. This is an exothermic process.
3.3

Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
FTIR is one of the first and fastest techniques used by chemists since 1940 to

identify compounds and their structures. It deals with the stretching, bending and wiggle
responses of molecular bonds in a sample. The spectrum is a plot of molecular vibrations
(at specified energies or wave numbers) versus its intensities.
When an IR light irradiates on the sample, it selectively absorbs certain energy
and changes dipole movement (which is product of magnitude of charges and the
distance of separation between the charges) of the sample53. As a result vibrational
energy level changes from a ground state to an excited state by absorbing the specific
energy quanta53. Thus the frequency (wavenumber) of absorption peak is the vibration
energy gap (supplied IR energy-absorbed energy). Presence of number of vibrational
peaks related to the same bond is an indication of different vibrational modes present53.
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Energy absorption by the sample may results in a change in rotational energy
level, vibrational energy level or electron energy level by exciting an electron from
ground state. These are the three different modes that a molecule can absorb the IR
radiation, called rotational, vibrational and electronic. However, the energy required to
change electronic energy is > vibrational > rotational53 Thus absorption of larger
wavelengths (smaller frequencies, thus smaller energies) would not give rise to
vibrational or electronic energy level changers53.
There are two types of molecular vibrations: stretching and bending. A stretching
vibration is a continuous change in inter-atomic distance along the bond axis53. It could
be symmetric or asymmetric depending on if the vibrating atoms move together or
oppositely. There are 4 bending vibrations available by changing the angle between two
bonds in a molecule; namely twisting, wagging, rocking and scissoring53.
The IR light is in wavelengths between 0.7-500μm in the electromagnetic
spectrum53. It is divided to 3 main ranges, near, mid and far IR where the mid IR range is
the common use of FTIR. The wavenumbers in the mid IR range are 400-4000 cm-1.
Frequency (f) is the number of waves that pass through a certain point per one second and
measures in Hz (1 Hz=1cycle/sec). Wavelength (λ) is the length of once cycle and
measures in units of length. They are inversely related having the speed of light
(3x1010cm/s) as the proportional constant.
𝑐 = 𝑓𝜆

3.1

Energy is directly proportional to the frequency by the proportional constant; the
Plank constant (6.6 x 10-34 m2kg/s).
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𝐸 = ℎ𝑓 =

ℎ𝑐
𝜆

3.2

A wavenumber is the inverse of wavelength measured in cm. Therefore have the
units of cm-1.
𝑣=

1
𝜆

3.3

As the wavenumber increases, the energy possessed by the molecule also
increases. The spectrum has two regions. The functional group region (4000-1500cm-1)
which indicates functional groups presents in the molecule. These can be used to identify
the molecule. The fingerprint Region (1500-400 cm-1), which is unique to each molecule,
carries information about complex deformations of the molecule or molecular symmetry,
and is generally used to compare the spectra of different compounds. There are general
facts when dealing with FTIR spectra53:


It is easier to bend a bond than to stretch it. Therefore, stretching
vibrations are higher than bending vibrations.



Stronger bonds vibrate faster than weaker bonds. Thus, stronger bonds
vibrate at higher frequencies than weaker bonds. Eg. sp (C≡C) > sp2
(C=C) >sp3 (C-C)



Bonds that have a one light and one heavy atom will vibrate faster than
two heavy atoms. Eg. C-H (3000cm-1) > C-C (1200cm-1)



If there are more C-H bonds in a molecule than another; the molecule with
large number of C-H bonds will have a larger band at that frequency.
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Bonds with a larger dipolar moment will absorb radiation more strongly
than a weaker dipole moment and therefore have a higher vibration
frequency than a weaker dipole. Eg. C=O > C=C

The FTIR used during this study was a Nicolet 6700 spectrometer from ThermoElectron, accessorized with a Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride-A High D (MCT-A High D)
detector, MIRacle ATR-FTIR accessory, IR light source, and a OMNIC software
(version 8.2). The MIRacle ATR-FTIR accessory is capable of evaluating solid films,
solid particles and wafers, and also liquid samples and identified, as the best match with
the lignin samples. The FTIR is capable of collecting the data in the range of mid-IR
(400-4000 cm-1) with all the attachments and accessories available. During the analysis
the MIRacle ATR accessory was used since it is capable of evaluating solid film, solid
particle, wafers, and liquid samples along with MCT-A High D detector and each sample
scanned 256 times with a resolution of 4cm-1.
3.4

Gel permeation chromatography/ size exclusive chromatography (GPC)
In GPC the separation is based on the size of the analyte in solution. Therefore, in

order to get accurate results the sample must be fully dissolved in a suitable solvent and
should not interact with the column packing such as adsorption, partition and etc. The
concentration of the analyte in solution depends on the molecular weight (typically for a
polymer with an approximate molecular weight of 100000g/mol, a concentration of 0.1%
is used) 54. Sometimes, based on the sample being tested, heating will give better
solvation, thus, better results54.
Once the analyte is dissolved it is injected to the column which acts as a
molecular filtration system54. The packing material has surface pores. The smaller
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molecules will be retained in most of the pores whereas the larger molecules, which will
not fit in to most of the pores, will be carried over with the flow54. So the larger
molecules have a shorter residence time and smaller molecules have a longer residence
time (BOCOF-Big Ones Come Out First)54. This is schematically54 shown in Figure 3.1.
As a result the polymer molecules with the same molecular dimensions will co-elute and
will not be separated by GPC54. The difference in the time of eluting indicates the
difference in the molecular size. A calibration curve will be used to identify the different
sizes of elute54.
Polymers are a combination of monomers and oligomers (dimers, trimmers and
etc.) and therefore have different chain lengths. Thus, a distribution of molecular weights
can be narrow or broad, depending on how the polymerization will be carried out54.

Figure 3.1

The larger molecules will elute first according to BOCOF's law.

Note: as appeared in reference 54
In general, the column of GPC is a linear, mixed bed column, containing a blend
of different pore sized fillers54. It will assist the capability of identifying a broader
molecular range than a column with a single pore size54. If the blend is perfect the
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calibration curve will be linear. But the blended columns have the drawback of having
low resolution over a selected molecular weight range. An ideal standard should be
mono-dispersed having dispersity (Mw/Mn) of 1. Therefore the standards are the
polymers that polymerized to serve this purpose. The external heating arrangement can
be used to heat the column when required to increase the dissolution, increase resolution,
increase permeation and to decrease the viscosity of the solvents like DMF. The most
common detector type in GPC is the differential refractometer, which measures the
difference in refractive index of the eluent in the reference side and sample and eluent in
the sample side54. There are other types like UV detector, light scattering detector and a
combination of viscometer and light scattering detector, etc.
During a GPC analysis finding suitable solvent is crucial. Once the sample
dissolved in a solvent, polymer chains or the molecules being analyzed will be arranged
in a certain relaxed conformation (structural arrangement) determined by the type of
solvent-solute interactions. In other words, the size of the molecule is determined by the
solvent. The sample concentration should be carefully controlled because increase in
concentration of solutes may increase viscosity thus, increasing incorrect elution
volumes.
The GPC system used in this research was Waters GPC system. It comprises of
Waters 2414 refractive index detector, Waters 1515 isocratic HPLC pump, Waters
715plus auto sampler, a column heater, two Waters Styragel High resolution columns
(HR 5E and 4E, 4.6 x 300mm) and a guard column connected in series. The Waters
Styragel HR column is packed with 5μm particles and is used for high-resolution analysis
of low- molecular weight polymers, oligomers and additives, and is capable of detecting
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effective molecular weight from 2000-4,000,000Da. The Styragel HR 4E column has a
detection level of 50-100,000Da effective molecular weight. The GPC was calibrated
using polystyrene standards, molecular weight ranging from 486-177000Da. The current
columns in the instrument have been shipped in THF and work best with THF as the
solvent. Therefore, all the analysis was done with THF as the mobile phase and solvent.
During an analysis the column operated at 30oCand at flow rate of 0.3mL/min. The
samples were prepared in THF and left to dissolve for 3 days minimum. Then, they were
filtered using 0.45μm filter before being analyzed. Average sample concentration of
1mg/mL was maintained whenever possible.
3.5

X ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
“X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a surface-sensitive quantitative

spectroscopic technique that measures the elemental composition at the parts per
thousand range, empirical formula, chemical state and electronic state of the elements
that exist within a material”55. XPS theory is based on the photoelectric effect. When
conducting a XPS analysis, mono-energetic soft x-ray is irradiated on the sample inside a
high vacuum (Vacuum pressure < 10−9millibar) and then the energy of electrons emitted
will be analyzed. Since the average distance an electron travels before collision with
another (mean free path) is very small, the detected electrons by this technique would be
originated from the top few atomic layers. Therefore it is limited to 1-10 micrometers 56
depth of the surface.

In general, the x- rays used in here are MgKα and AlKα, which

have energies of 1253.6eV and 1486.6eV respectively 56. The photons emitted from these
x-rays also have a limited solid penetration depth, which is the reason; XPS is considered
as a surface sensitive technique 56. The output is a plot of number of emitted electrons
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per energy interval versus the kinetic energy. Each element has a unique spectrum and
the information can be obtained as follows56.


Peak height or area- quantitative data



Exact position, separation of the peak and spectral contours -identification
of chemical states

The emitted electrons have kinetic energy which is a combination of energy of the
photon (hυ), binding energy of the atomic orbital from which the electron originates and
the spectrometer work function (Φs) which is given by the following equation57.
𝐾𝐸 = ℎ𝑣 − 𝐵𝐸 − 𝜑𝑠

3.4

Once an x-ray shines on the surface with a certain energy packet, a photoelectron
is emitted by absorbing the energy. If this removed electron is a core electron, which was
closer to the nucleus, an electron further away from nucleus can fall in to that vacancy
releasing extra energy. Although this energy released as a photon in most cases, it can be
absorbed by another electron in the atom and emitted leaving a vacancy 56. This is called
an Auger electron. An electron spectrophotometer detects the electron leaving the
sample according to their kinetic energies 56.
3.6

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
The TEM uses a high energy electron beam to image and analyze a very thin layer

of sample to obtain micro structure in atomic scale resolution. The electrons are
accelerated at several hundred kV to give a small wavelength so that it can go through the
molecules. For example, 200kV electrons will have a wavelength of 0.025Angstrom.
When there is a thicker sample, the electron beam is not capable of passing through the
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sample and therefore would not be able to see any structure or image. The high resolution
imaging mode can be used to get the crystal structure as interference pattern between the
diffracted and transmitted beam. The dark field/bright field modes combined with
electron diffraction is very useful in determining sample morphology and structure.
Electron diffraction is a result of bending the electron beam in well-defined
directions by the crystalline material. This is explained by Bragg’s law where n is
integer, 𝜆 is electron wavelength, 𝑑 is crystal lattice spacing, and 𝜃 is angle of incidence.
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

3.5

The diffraction pattern, which is the result of image formed by the electrons
transmitted through the specimen, contains wealth of information about the sample. If the
diffraction pattern consists of many rings, it is indicative of randomly oriented
microcrystals, which means it is amorphous (no long range order in the atomic lattice).
The bright spots are resulted by each crystal point in the lattice. However, when the
sample consists of large number of crystals oriented in different orientations, the rings
appear with individual bright spots within each ring. Figure 3.2 bellow identifies the
differences.
TEM combined with an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) probe can be
used to obtain information about the elemental composition of the sample. When an
electron beam interacts with the sample, it will release some of the absorbed energies as
x-rays as a result of movements of electrons on outer orbitals of the atoms. EDS uses a
detection equipment to measure these values which are very specific to different atoms
and give a chemical analysis of the sample.
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Figure 3.2

TEM diffraction patterns

Note: Diffraction patterns of a. amorphous SiN58, b. Zr/Ni/Cu-based alloy-zirconia
crystals58 and c. single layer graphene
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CHAPTER IV
KINETIC MODELING OF LIGNIN PYROLYSIS

The study of process involving pyrolysis of biomasses including lignin is of much
interest today due to the increased demand for wood and its components in many
applications such as energy, chemicals, adhesives and other value added products like
carbon fiber, carbon nanotubes and graphene. Knowledge in kinetic data is important in
design and scaling up of pyrolytic reactors62 in thermochemical conversion processers63.
A good model that predicts closely what happens in reality by means of theories and
mathematics is extremely helpful in adjusting proper process conditions and variables, to
enhance yield and quality of end products. Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) is one of
the fastest and most powerful techniques available to obtain thermal degradation of lignin
as a function of time and temperature by studying change in sample mass subjected to a
controlled temperature program.
Lignin pyrolysis is a very complex process64,65 that occurs in a broad temperature
range with series of reactions66, resulting in phenols (51wt% dry basis62) and char67.
Thermal-degradation of a lignin molecule occurs as a result of exposing it to elevated
temperatures that would promote dehydrogenation and condensation reactions which
starts around 200oC67. Lignin decomposition is an exothermic reaction by which its
structure will be altered. The differences in activation energies of the functional groups
bonded to a lignin molecule will results in weak bonds that break at low temperatures and
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stronger bonds at high temperatures64. Upon heating to a temperature above 300oC, side
chains attached to the aromatic ring of lignin molecule will degrade. Then hydrogen will
be removed by rearranging and condensing the aromatic ring64. Finally, the cleavage of
carbon-carbon linkages of the aromatic ring occurs at temperatures around 370-400oC67.
There are many studies in lignin pyrolysis26,62–64,66,68,69, biomass70,71 or lignin combined
with other materials65. Some researchers assumed lignin decomposition as a first order
reaction and activation energy and pre-exponential factor obtained63. A better fit with
experimental data was obtained by some researchers by distributed activation model64,69,
which is a regression method. Even though this model fits well with the experimental
data, it is difficult to use the data to interpret the reaction mechanism due to its empirical
nature62.
The main factors affecting pyrolysis kinetics when obtaining in TGA are the
sample size, heating rate, type of sample (powder, pellet, film, etc.), sample pan type
(material of construction, size and shape), and the atmosphere inside the furnace. In
other words, lignin decomposition will be affected by the type of lignin, the temperature
it undergoes, heating rate and the atmosphere it degrades. For reliable kinetic data,
replication is a crucial fact. Precise results can be obtained by increasing number of
replications. Considering the time and cost factors associated, only the minimum number
of replications necessary to maintain the accuracy of the experiment are conducted. The
minimum required replications are the number of unknowns to be determined72. Thus, in
order to determine reaction order, activation energy and pre exponential factor triplicates
are sufficient. It was advised to conduct experiments over a large range of heating rates
to enhance the accuracy72 of the unknowns determined. However, when high heating
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rates are incorporated, the actual sample temperature and the set point vary a lot due to
insufficient time to reach thermal equilibrium. The slow heating rates take a considerable
amount of time to finish a run. Therefore, minimum and maximum practical heating rates
are chosen between 2-10oC/min. Powdered samples are recommended in decomposition
kinetic studies to facilitate volatiles generation and release during a run50. The purge gas
and its flow, and pan type and shape have a significant effect on determining actual
sample mass accurately due to the effects of buoyancy73. Considering all these aspects, a
well-established testing procedure is required for reliable, reproducible results. Literature
available for various studies to predict the thermal decomposition of lignin or biomass
using TGA 65,68,74–76, but only very few studies64 have conducted under the standard
testing conditions suggested by American Standards of Testing Materials (ASTM) so that
the results are acceptable, reproducible and valid everywhere.
In this study, data obtained by a conventional approach was compared with
ASTM E 1641 using few commercially available low sulfur lignins. The effect of further
processing the sample and the use of proper sample size will be studied for determination
of kinetic parameters.
4.1

Reaction kinetics using differential thermal analysis (DTA)
Determining reaction kinetics by DTA was originally developed by Homer E.

Kissinger in 1957 and later popularized as “Kissinger method” in thermal analysis77. This
method is based on series of experiments conducted in TGA at different heating rates. It
was hypothesized that, if the experimental conditions are maintained, the position of the
peak changes with changing heating rate for a reaction that proceeds at a rate varying
with temperature77. The main assumption involved is that the temperature of maximum
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deflection in differential thermal analysis is also the temperature for which the rate of
reaction is maximum77. This model can be further simplified to first order kinetics.
Lignin decomposition is a very complex series of reactions. However, many researchers
concluded that biomass and lignin can be modeled using first order kinetics without
losing much accuracy63,71. The Kissinger model is chosen as a conventional method of
predicting lignin pyrolysis.
The rate of lignin decomposition is proportional to a function of reactants
remaining and can be written as,
𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛(𝑠) →

ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠(𝑔) + 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟(𝑠)

𝑑𝛼
= 𝑘(𝑇)𝑓(𝛼)
𝑑𝑡

4.1
4.2

Here 𝑘(𝑇) is the proportionality constant, which is the specific rate of reaction; a
sole function of temperature and 𝛼 is the fraction of reactants remaining and t is elapsed
time. In this relation 𝑓(𝛼) is the kinetic model for lignin decomposition. The Arrhenius
relationship is
−𝐸

4.3

𝑘 = 𝐴 𝑒 𝑅𝑇

where A is the pre-exponential factor, which is independent of temperature (units will
depend on overall reaction order), E is the activation energy (J/mol) and R is the gas
constant (J/mol K). The Equation 4.2 is written as:

−𝐸
𝑑𝛼
= 𝐴 𝑒 𝑅𝑇 𝑓(𝛼)
𝑑𝑡
Differentiating the above equation will result
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4.4

−𝐸 𝑑𝑇
−𝐸 𝑑𝑓(𝛼)
𝑑2 𝛼
𝐴𝐸
𝑅𝑇
𝑅𝑇
=
𝑓(𝛼)
𝑒
+
𝐴
𝑒
𝑑𝑡 2 𝑅𝑇 2
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
Taking heating rate 𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑡 = 𝛽 and

𝑑𝑓(𝛼)
𝑑𝑓(𝛼) 𝑑𝛼
= 𝑓 ′ (𝛼) =
𝑑𝛼
𝑑𝛼 𝑑𝑡
−𝐸
𝑑2 𝛼
𝐸
𝑑𝛼
𝑅𝑇 (
=
𝐴
𝑒
𝑓(𝛼)
𝛽
+
𝑓′(𝛼)
)
𝑑𝑡 2
𝑅𝑇 2
𝑑𝑡
At the maximum rate where

𝑑2 𝛼
= 0; 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑚
𝑑𝑡 2

Then
𝐸
2

𝑅𝑇𝑚
Combing with Equation 4.4

𝑅𝑇𝑚 2
Since 𝑓(𝛼) ≠ 0

𝑓(𝛼) 𝛽 + 𝑓′(𝛼)𝐴 𝑒 𝑅𝑇𝑚 𝑓(𝛼) = 0

𝐸
𝑅𝑇𝑚 2

−𝐸

𝛽 + 𝑓′(𝛼)𝐴 𝑒 𝑅𝑇𝑚 = 0

𝐴𝑅
𝐸
)−
𝐸
𝑅𝑇𝑚
𝑇𝑚
Assuming a first order reaction kinetics where n=1;
𝑙𝑛 (

𝛽

𝑑𝛼
=0
𝑑𝑡

−𝐸

𝐸

Rearranging

𝑓(𝛼) 𝛽 + 𝑓′(𝛼)

2)

= 𝑙𝑛(− 𝑓′(𝛼)) + 𝑙𝑛 (

𝑓(𝛼) = (1 − 𝛼)𝑛 = (1 − 𝛼)
−𝑓′(𝛼) = 1
Will result the Kissinger equation
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4.5

4.6
4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13
4.14

𝑙𝑛 (

𝛽
𝑇𝑚

2 ) = 𝑙𝑛 (

𝐴𝑅
𝐸
)−
𝐸
𝑅𝑇𝑚

4.15

Assuming a first order reaction would set the units of k and A as per second. If
the reactions order taken as an unknown, a Kissinger plot can be used to calculate the
reaction order. The use of Equation 4.10 to find out the reaction order using the Kissinger
plot yields the fraction of conversion 𝛼 as unknown in𝑓(𝛼) = (1 − 𝛼)𝑛 . Also this is not
very clear determination from the DTG plot77. Therefore, a parameter known as ‘slope
index’ (S) was introduced, which is the absolute value of the ratio of the tangents to the
DTG curve at inflection points.
𝑑2𝛼
)
𝑑𝑇 2
4.16
𝑆 = | 2 1|
𝑑 𝛼
( 2)
𝑑𝑇 2
The 1, 2 in Equation 4.14 are the two inflection points. A plot of S against n2 will result a
(

straight line77 defined as:
𝑆 = 0.63𝑛2
The average value of S during (replicates and 4 heating ramps) was used to

4.17

determine the order of reaction. Then, using the following equation, pre exponential
factor was obtained.
𝑑𝛼 𝐴 −𝐸
= 𝑒 𝑅𝑇 (1 − 𝛼)𝑛
𝑑𝑇 𝛽
4.1.1

4.18

Experimental procedure
Three different low sulfur Protobind lignins (Protobind 1000, 2400 and 4000)

obtained from GreenValue Inc. used in this study. It has a particle size less than 210µm
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and is in powdered form. A sample of 3 ± 1𝑚𝑔 in a ceramic pan was heated from 25oC
to 100oC at a linear heating rate and held for 5 minutes. Then, the sample temperature
increased to 800oC at the same rate and purge gas flow. TA Instruments, SDT Q600 was
used with a high purity nitrogen flow of 50mL/min in all the experimental runs. The
procedure was repeated for 4 different heating rates 5, 10, 15 and 20oC/min. Thermal
response was analyzed and the maximum of the DTG peak was obtained.
4.1.2

Results and discussion
Protobind lignin used in this study decomposed over a broad range of

temperatures from ~150oC to 450oC as shown in Figure 4.1. This is due to the complexity
in molecular structure with different functional groups such as phenolic , methoxyl and
carbonyl69 present which decomposes at several different temperatures. Once the side
chains and functional groups breakdown , the stability of aromatic ring reduces, and later
“at higher temperatures” (around 350-400oC) the aromatic ring with higher activation
energy starts to breakdown69.
Differential mass loss curve of Protobind 1000 lignin thermal decomposition is
shown in Figure 4.1. The peak of the first derivative curve indicates the point of highest
rate of change in weight loss curve. The rate of heating affects the maximum
decomposition rate and the peak position. The increasing heating rates shifted the DTG
peak (similarly mass loss curve) to higher temperatures. This happens because, as the
heating rate increases, samples take a longer time to reach the set point temperature with
the limited time. The Figure 4.2 shows the differences in mass loss with heating rates for
lignin Protobind 1000, 2400 and 4000.
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When comparing the three different lignin types used, weight loss curve and DTG
curve were almost the same for lignin Protobind 1000 and 2400, indicating similar
chemical structures. This can be supported by the findings of Sahoo and his coworkers74
where they concluded Protobind 1000 and 2400 structures are almost the same. It appears
that lignin Protobind 4000 is more thermally stable at higher temperatures than the other
two by the weight loss curve. However, the maximum decomposition temperatures are
almost the same for all their types. This trend was the same for all other heating rates
(2.5, 5 and 7.5oC/min) used in this study.
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DTG curve for thermal decomposition of Protobind 1000
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600

Figure 4.2

Weight loss and DTG curve for Protobind lignin

Note: Abbreviations: PB 1000-Protobind 1000, PB 2400- Protobind 2400 and PB 4000Protobind 4000; heating rate 10oC/min
The average value of 𝑙𝑛 (

𝛽
𝑇𝑚 2

) was plotted against the reciprocal maximum

decomposition temperature for different heating rates and is shown in the Figure 4.3. It is
observed that the data fall on a reasonably straight line with a R2>0.98. The reaction
order calculated from the Kissinger approach was 1.03, 0.96 and 1.14 for Protobind 1000,
2400 and 4000, respectively. Therefore, assuming lignin decomposition as a first order
reaction is valid for the three types of low sulfur lignin tested here. The calculated kinetic
parameters are tabulated in Table 4.1. The activation energies calculated are in
agreement with findings from other researchers62,64,65. Protobind 1000 and 2400 have
almost similar activation energies (148 and 144kJ/moL respectively), confirming a
similar chemical structure. Protobind 4000 has much higher activation energy compared
to other two types, explaining its thermal stability. Considering the high accuracy
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(R2>0.98) associated in the analysis, it is concluded that Kissinger approximation can be
used in obtaining kinetic parameters for lignin pyrolysis for Protobind lignin under the
prevailing experimental conditions.

Figure 4.3

Plot of 𝑙𝑛 (

𝛽

𝑇𝑚 2

) against

1
𝑇𝑚

for Protobind lignin

Note: The dashed line represents the linear model of the data
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Table 4.1

Kinetic parameters estimated from Kissinger approach
Kinetic Parameter

PB 1000

PB 2400

PB 4000

Activation Energy (kJ/mol)

150

144

231

Pre exponential factor (1/s)

2.0E+10

4.1E+09

2.6E+14

Reaction order calculated (n)

1.03

0.96

1.14

R2

0.998

0.992

0.977

4.2

Reaction kinetics based on ASTM standard E1641
There are many ASTM standards that explain the techniques to determine kinetic

parameters of thermal decomposition with TGA/DSC. The procedure involved to avoid
prior thermal history, required an initial heating beyond the sample’s glass transition.
However, unlike many thermoplastic polymers, lignin is a thermoset78,79 and, thus, once
heated beyond its glass transition temperature (Tg) it will never return to the original
state. Lignin starts to breakdown at temperature as low as 120oC by formation of
formaldehyde26. So the procedures defined for obtaining decomposition kinetics from
TGA/DSC that require thermal scans beyond Tg cannot be used for lignin.
In this section kinetic parameters were obtained according to ASTM standard
E164173. It was assumed that the activation energy was independent of the order of the
reaction in the early state of the decomposition80. The method development is based on
Ozawa/Flynn/Wall method81 as explained below. Starting from the Equation 4.4, and
using constant heating rate (𝛽), the integral form of non-isothermal rate low can be
written as
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1

𝑇
𝑑𝛼
𝐴 −𝐸
∫
=∫
𝑒 𝑅𝑇 𝑑𝑇
𝑓(𝛼)
𝛽
0
𝑇0
Since the rate of reaction is very low at lower temperatures, the following
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approximation is valid82:
𝑇

𝑇
𝐴 −𝐸
𝐴 −𝐸
4.20
𝑒 𝑅𝑇 𝑑𝑇 = ∫
𝑒 𝑅𝑇 𝑑𝑇
𝛽
𝛽
𝑇0
0
The temperature integral (right hand side of the equation= 𝑔(𝛼)) doesn’t have

∫

any analytical solution. Using a transformation 𝑥 = −𝐸/𝑅𝑇 the integral becomes,
𝑇

𝐴 −𝐸
𝐴𝐸 ∞ 𝑒 −𝑥
𝑅𝑇
𝑔(𝛼) = ∫
𝑒 𝑑𝑇 =
∫
𝑑𝑥
𝛽𝑅 𝑥 𝑥 2
0 𝛽
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𝐴𝐸
4.22
𝑝(𝑥)
𝛽𝑅
Doyle’s approximation can be used to obtain a reasonable solution for p(x). This
𝑔(𝛼) =

is based on the observation that logarithm of p(x) is linear over short range of x according
to
log 𝑝(𝑥) ≈ −𝑎 − 𝑏𝑥
The fitted values of a and b can be found in the standard80.
𝑇

∫
0

Then from Equation 4.17
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𝐴 −𝐸
𝐸
−𝐸
𝑒 𝑅𝑇 𝑑𝑇 = 𝑝 ( )
𝛽
𝑅
𝑅𝑇
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𝐴𝐸
𝑝(𝑥)
𝑔(𝛼)𝑅

4.25

𝛽=
Taking logarithm

log(𝛽) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝐴𝐸
−𝐸
) − log[𝑔(𝛼)] − 𝑎 − 𝑏 [ ]
𝑅
𝑅𝑇
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4.26

The plot of log(𝛽) versus (1/T) will be used to calculate the activation energy and
pre exponential factor for lignin decomposition. When plotting the graph, 4 different
mass loss regimes (failure criteria) were selected, namely 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. The
maximum value that can be used as the failure criterion is 20% based on the standard E
1641. The initial guess for b is taken as 0.457/K 80, according to the mathematical
approximations given in ASTM E 1641.
4.2.1

Materials and methods
A lignin sample of mass 3±1 mg was heated under nitrogen atmosphere from

room temperature to 800oC in TGA, and weight loss was recorded against the
temperature. According to the ASTM standard E 1641, four different heating rates were
used (2.5, 5.0, 7.0 and 10oC/min) for all the samples. The purge gas flow of high purity
nitrogen was maintained at ~50 mL/min. The analysis was conducted according to the
ASTM E 1621.
4.2.2

Results
Figure 4.4 shows the weight loss curve for the three types of lignin at the 4

different heating rates. According to the ASTM E 1641, any specific conversion less than
20% can be chosen as the failure criterion for further analysis. Four different conversions
5, 10, 15 and 20% were selected to check if there is any significant change in kinetic
parameters obtained based on the criterion chosen. The analysis and calculation
procedure is explained in detail in ASTM E 1641.
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Figure 4.4

TGA weight loss(%) vs temperature curve for Protobind lignin at different
heating rates (oC/min)

The Figure 4.5 shows the Arrhenius plot for different heating rates with different
failure criteria for lignin. It was found that a higher failure criterion (that is higher mass
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loss) result a higher activation energy compared to lower failure criterion. However, the
error associated in analysis was large if a high failure criterion chosen. This was
expected because a higher mass loss occurs at high temperatures, where most of the
stable functional groups start to breakdown. Stable functional groups possess large
activation energy than less stable groups. The activation energies calculated at higher
constant conversions (that is failure criterion 20% compared to 5%), that is occurred in
high temperatures, support this.
The kinetic parameters calculated using different mass losses can be significantly
different. However, when mass loss is less than 20%; the standard error calculated for
activation energy in this analysis was less than 15%. Protobind 4000 showed much less
reproducible results than other two types. This may be due to the non-homogenized
chemical modifications of Protobind 4000 to make it compatible with for hydrophobic
polymers. If the sample is not homogenized, different portions of the same sample may
end up with different kinetic parameters. Considering the findings in here, the best
suitable failure criterion with less error for all the three lignin types was 5% mass loss. It
was evident in here that Protobind 4000 had the highest activation energy and, therefore,
it is more thermally stable compared to other two types. This finding was in agreement
with the results in Section 4.1 (Kissinger approach). Table 4.2 summarizes the kinetic
parameters calculated.
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Figure 4.5

Arrhenius plot of Protobind lignin for different failure criterion

Note: The dotted line is the linear regression of the data.
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Table 4.2

Kinetic parameters calculated based on ASTM E 1641

Kinetic
Parameter

Activation
Energy (kJ/mol)

Pre exponential
factor (1/s)

Error (R2)

4.3

% mass
loss

PB 1000

PB 2400

PB 4000

5

107

114

111

10

122

116

123

15

124

116

151

20

131

124

163

5

1.383E+08

1.30E+08

1.337E+08

10

8.503E+07

8.99E+07

8.455E+07

15

1.493E+07

1.60E+07

1.227E+07

20

1.383E+08

1.30E+08

1.337E+08

5

0.98

0.83

0.64

10

0.98

0.81

0.93

15

0.96

0.78

0.96

20

0.96

0.79

0.85

Effect of purification on kinetics
Lignin is a macromolecule containing mainly carbon, hydrogen and oxygen.

However, based on its origin and nature of delignification process, impurities can be
present in varying amounts. In order to use lignin as a carbon precursor in value-added
products like carbon fiber and graphene, it has to be pure and homogenized83. When it
comes to high end applications like lignin derived graphene composites, sulfur is a
crucial factor, because it greatly reduces the structural strength and can be a catalyst
poison20,23. However, removing sulfur is very difficult as it is covalently bonded to lignin
structure20,23. As a preliminary approach, lignin samples were acid washed using
hydrochloric acid at PH of 2, followed by a clean water rinse. Then the solids were
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centrifuged and dried. The dried samples were analyzed in elemental analyzer for total
sulfur. Similar to the approaches in Section 4.1 and 4.2, TGA was used to obtain kinetic
parameters of purified lignin.
4.3.1

Results
The elemental analysis of the lignin samples revealed that sulfur can be reduced

to some extent by acid washing. The initial sulfur content was less than 2% in all
samples. Acid washing resulted 7-35% reduction of sulfur level in lignin. Table 4.3
summarizes the findings. Also it was reported that the mild acidolysis will break the
lignin-carbohydrate bonds84. Therefore, it was anticipated that the purified samples
should have a higher thermal stability and activation energy compared to the original
sample.
Table 4.3

Sulfur elemental analysis before and after lignin purification

Sample Name

Sulfur content (%)
Before Purification

After Purification

Protobind 1000

1.763

1.152

Protobind 2400

0.602

0.489

Protobind 4000

1.146

1.057

The calculated kinetic parameters from ASTM and Kissinger method are
summarized in Table 4.4 for the lignin samples before and after purification. The mass
loss of 5% was chosen to report the results based on ASTM method. In both approaches,
ASTM and Kissinger method, the reaction of lignin decomposition was assumed to be of
first order. As expected, it was found that when lignin purified, activation energy
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increased, except in Kissinger method for Protobind 4000. However, after purification,
all 3 lignin types had activation energy much closer to each other. This indicates that the
Protobind 1000 being the base product, and Protobind 4000 is an altered product with
additives that could be removed partly by purification. The broadness of the DTG peak
decreases as a result of removing low molecular fractions. This was expected because
thermally stable lignin aromatic ring has a higher activation energy compared to
functional groups and other low molecular weight carbohydrates. Removal of this yielded
more thermally stable lignin by shifting decomposition to higher temperature. This is
very clear in Figure 4.5, indicating the shift in DTG peak to a higher temperature and
more stable weight loss curve after purification than before.
Table 4.4

Effect of purification on kinetics

Parameter
Activation
Energy
(kJ/mol)
Pre
exponential
factor (1/s)

Approach
Lignin
Protobind
1000

Kissinger Approach
Before
Before
Purification Purification
150
162

ASTM E 1641
After
Before
Purification Purification
107
112

2400

144

152

114

119

4000

231

158

111

161

1000

2.0 x 1010

1.5 x 1011

1.4 x108

1.3 x 108

2400

4.2 x 109

1.7 x 1010

1.3 x 108

1.3 x 108

4000

2.6 x 1017

1.0 x 1011

1.3 x 108

9.2 x 107
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Figure 4.6

TGA analysis of Protobind 1000

Note: Themogravimetric analysis shows shifting TGA-DTG peak to a higher temperature
by acid purification of Protobind 1000 (heating rate is 2.5oC/min)
4.3.2

Conclusions
Lignin decomposition kinetics was studied using 3 commercially available low

sulfur lignin types. The kinetics parameters were determined using, Kissinger method and
ASTM E 1641. The effect of structural alterations and change in kinetics were studied
using an acid purification to the lignin samples. The reason for lignin to have a slower
and broader decomposition profile is, dissimilar functional groups that have different
thermal stabilities; therefore weaker bonds cleavage at lower temperature, whereas
stronger bonds cleavage at a higher temperatures. Both Kissinger approach and ASTM
method used in here were appropriate for obtaining kinetic data for the lignin types used
in this research. However, knowing these Protobind lignins are not much structurally
different, it could conclude that ASTM method gave much reliable estimation. Once
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lignin is purified, the activation energy increased as a result of removing impurities and
lower mass molecules.
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CHAPTER V
LIGNIN FRACTIONATION

Molecular weight is a very important parameter in polymers because it determines
many physical properties such as strength, stiffness, toughness, etc15. A polymer with a
low molecular weight has a lower transition temperature, thus, limiting its applications15.
Lignin has a broad molecular weight distribution due to many reasons. The major reason
is the way wood has been de-lignified27. Depending on the processing conditions such as
strength of chemicals used, pH, temperature, and pressure, bonds holding lignin
monomers together can breakdown more frequently in a randomized way resulting in
different molecular weight fractions. The other reason is the presence of lignincarbohydrate complexes27. These are the complexes having structural chemical bonds
between lignin and carbohydrates84. The breaking down linkages holding lignin and
carbohydrate can result in a low molecular weight fraction of carbohydrates. Because of
relatively low molecular weight, lignin derived from commercial pulping processes and
bio refineries make it unsuitable for high-end applications such as thermoplastics.
Studies have shown that the increase in molecular weight would increase many desired
properties like tensile strength and toughness15,16 , even though, the exact relationship for
molecular weight and polymer mechanical properties are not known.

Therefore,

extracting high molecular weight fraction from a commercial lignin with a low
polydispersity is crucial for value-added products from lignin. Also, most commercially
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available lignin has a high level of impurities (lignosulfonates: 4-8%28) and sulfur (Kraft
lignin: 1-3%22), which limits lignin usage in many applications like specialty chemicals,
extractives, and carbon fibers. Removing impurities increases the range of lignin usage
and the rate of production such as in melt spinning in carbon fiber production.
Milling27, solvent fractionation86,87 and ultrafiltration88 are the common
techniques for extracting high molecular weight fraction of lignin. “ Solvent
fractionation will recover only a part of the lignin and will also reduce the representative
value of the structures obtained”27. Once lignin is mixed with a solvent, the lignin-solvent
attractions will be different for high molecular weight lignin and/or low molecular weight
lignin. When small molecules are present, higher the attractions with the solvent and
keep them dissolved. However, solvent-lignin attractions are not capable of keeping large
lignin molecules in suspension and, thus, precipitate. Therefore, it was envisioned that
solvent fractionation of lignin would result in different molecular weight fractions with
different solvents.
5.1

Solubility
Lignin solubility and swelling has been studied by many researchers27,86,89,90 as a

means of lignin isolation from pulp, extracting pure lignin or enhancing properties for
different applications such as polymer composites. The Hildebrand solubility parameter
provides a numerical estimate of the degree of interaction, mainly the hydrogen bonds,
between materials, and is a good approximation for the solubility of nonpolar materials
such as polymers 91. The Hildebrand solubility is the square root of cohesive energy
density, which is equal to the amount of energy required for infinite separation of unit
volume of molecules (an ideal gas state). It is presented by the following expression:
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∆𝐻𝑣 − 𝑅𝑇
𝑉𝑚

𝛿=√

5.1

where ∆𝐻𝑣 is the heat of vaporization, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, and 𝑉𝑚
is the molar volume.
The solubility of two materials is possible only if the intermolecular forces are
similar and therefore, materials with closer solubility parameters are well dissolved in
each other90. However, since a polymer such as lignin decomposes before its heat of
vaporization is measured, the Hildebrand solubility parameters are calculated by
observing the swelling behavior90 of the polymer. Table 5.1 shows the solubility
parameters for some solvents and lignin used in this study.
It has been reported by Schuerch90 that the solubility of lignin increases as the
hydrogen bonding capacity increases and the Hildebrand solubility parameter reaches to a
value around 23MPa0.5. Also it was evident that lower molecular weight lignin was
soluble in organic solvents with weak to moderate hydrogen bonding. Llignin (other than
lignosulfonate) has a solubility increasing in the following order: water < benzene <
methanol < ether < acetone < pyridine 90. The most recent study in solvent fractionation
is by Saito and his coworkers86 where methanol was used to extract the high molecular
weight fraction from the lignin.
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Table 5.1: Solubility parameters (𝜹) of solvents used in this study
Solvent
Water

𝛅
(cal/cm3)1/2

𝛅
(MPa)1/2

Reference
90

23.4
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Methanol

14.3-14.5

29.24-29.66

87,90

Acetone

9.77-10

19.7-20.45

87,90

Dioxane

10

20.45

90

9.52

18.5

92

11

22.49

90

Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
Lignin

In order to solubilize lignin effectively the solvent should have a 𝛿 closer to
23MPa0.5. Water has a higher 𝛿 value of 48MPa0.5 thus confirming that lignin is
sparingly soluble in water. Pure dioxane is capable of dissolving very small amount of
lignin93. However, it was reported that a mixture of water and dioxane has a better
solubility with an acid catalyst 89,94. Again this solubility is due to the increase in
molecular interactions. The proper ratio to reach a value of 𝛿 = 23MPa0.5 was calculated
based on the volume and found to be 92.5:7.5. This is in consistent with volume fractions
used in literature.
In this work, Protobind lignin was fractionated in a precipitation-re-dissolution
process using 3 different solvents. Three potential solvents (methanol, THF and acetone)
were identified based on the solubility parameter. The glass transition temperature
obtained from DSC analysis was used to confirm the increase in thermal stability due to
increase in molecular weight of fractionated lignin.
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5.2

Experimental Procedure
There different types of as-received low sulfur lignin from GreenValue Inc. were

used for solvent fractionation. Approximately 2-5g of lignin was measured into a
centrifuge tube and 20-50mL of solvent was added, maintaining solid to solvent ratio
1:10 as closely as possible. The lignin and solvent samples were mixed by a vortex
mixture for approximately 2-3minutes and the lignin solvent mixture was centrifuged in
“Corning LSE compact centrifuge” at 5000rpm for 30 minutes. As the solids and liquid
separated, the supernatant containing solvent soluble lignin was removed into a clean
petri dish. Residual solids (solvent insoluble lignin) used for second stage of
fractionation. The second fractionation was carried out by mixing solvent insoluble
fraction separated above with 20-50mL of solvent (based on the initial mass of original
sample). A small portion from the solvent insoluble lignin was removed for
characterization before the second stage of fractionation. The schematic diagram of
experimental steps is shown in Figure 5.1. All the samples were fractionated and
analyzed in duplicates.
Molecular weight and polydispersity of as-received lignin and fractionated lignin
(both solvent soluble and insoluble lignin) were measured using Waters GPC system
comprised of Waters 2414 refractive index detector, Waters 1515 isocratic HPLC pump,
Waters 715plus auto sampler, a column heater, two Waters Styragel High resolution
columns (HR 5E and 4E, 4.6 x 300mm) and a guard column connected in series. The
GPC was calibrated using 10 polystyrene standards, molecular weight ranging from 486177000 Da. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) used as the mobile phase in the system and to
prepare the samples to be analyzed in GPC, because it has been reported that THF fully
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dissolves lignin and produces reliable estimation for the molecular weight84,95. The
columns operated at 30oC and a flow rate of 0.3mL/min. The column equilibrated for 90
minutes before running the samples. Few blank runs were performed prior to actual
sample runs. Approximately 4mg of sample mixed with 4mL of THF and allowed to
dissolve for minimum 3 days in a capped vial. Then, the sample was filtered using
0.45μm filter and 1mL of filtered solution was analyzed in GPC.
The FTIR spectra of fractionated samples were obtained using Nicolet 6700
spectrometer (Thermo Electron) with MIRacle ATR accessory and MCT-A High D*
detector. Each sample scanned 256 times with a resolution of 4cm-1. The spectra
obtained for fractionated samples were compared with the original sample spectrum for
any noticeable structural changes in lignin polymer during the fractionation process.
The glass transition of the lignin was obtained using DSC (DSC Q 2000, TA
instruments, USA). A sample of 1.5±0.5mg is added to a hermitically sealed aluminum
pan and heated to 120oC from room temperature (25oC) at a rate of heating of 20oC/min
under nitrogen purge. Then, the sample was cooled to room temperature and heated back
to a final temperature of 250oC at the same rate. Heat flow to the sample was recorded
against temperature and used to obtain the Tg. The Tg was defined as the half step
height51 (the measurement where the curve attains a height equals to half the value of the
step height). A 10oC/min was used only for Protobind 2400 lignin because the glass
transition wasn’t visible otherwise.
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Figure 5.1

5.3

Schematic diagram of lignin solvent fractionation

Results and discussion
The De-lignified and isolated lignin present in a sample has different chain

lengths and therefore, it is not a uniform structure84. Thus, a specific value is not
established84 and the averaged molecular weight, the number averaged molecular weight
(Mn) and weight averaged molecular weight (Mw) are used to characterize. The asreceived lignin samples were analyzed in GPC and compared with the manufacturer’s
data and shown in Table 5.1. The manufacturer’s information is only available for
number average molecular weight and it is in good agreement with the measured value
for Protobind 1000 using GPC. However, Protobind 2400 and Protobind 4000 showed an
increase in measured Mn compared to manufacturer’s data, which was consistent with the
findings of Yalcin et al.96 who reported that GPC slightly overestimates the values of
molecular weight for certain types of lignins. The measured polydispersity are very close
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to 1 for Protobind 1000 and for two other types tested. Tolbert et al.84 stated that GPC is
more suitable for polymers with a greater polydispersities (>1.2). So this could be another
reason for the observed differences. However, this indicates that Protobind lignin tested
has a very narrow molecular weight distribution and almost all lignin polymer chains are
equal in length, (that is mono-dispersed). The Protobind lignin used in this study contains
xylose74 which is a hemicellulose derivative. Xylose has a low molecular weight
compared to lignin. Although Protobind lignin is a low sulfur lignin it also has a low
molecular weight and a low polydidpersity in comparison with molecular weights
reported for other types of lignin in literature86. Protobind 1000, Protobind 2400 and
Protobind 4000 have varying amount of hydroxyl groups and ammine groups present74.
Some of these lignin types are specifically improved by combining with additives in
order to enhance the compatibility with resins97. As shown in Table 5.1, these additives
may affect the molecular weight and polydispersity obtained during our analysis.
Moreover, the hydrodynamic radius of lignin dictates lignin molecule weight during GPC
analysis84. The hydrodynamic radiuses of the polystyrene standards are different from the
lignin and indicates that the data obtained in GPC is not exact84.
Table 5.1

Baseline data for the lignin samples analyzed as-received

Lignin type

Measured Values

Manufacturer
Data

Mn (Da)

Mw (Da)

Polydispersity

Protobind 1000

1935±45

2060±73

1.06±0.01

1000-2000

Protobind 2400

2309±21

2717±37

1.18±0.01

~1000

Protobind 4000

2258±38

2626±74

1.16±0.01

~1000
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Mn (Da)

5.3.1

Effect of organic solvents on lignin fractionation
The effect of lignin solubility in fractionation was studied by using solvents with

different solubility parameters. The percent change in averaged molecular weight (Mn or
Mw) was calculated by dividing the change of Mn or Mw by the molecular weight of the
initial sample (analyzed without solvent fractionation). Figures 5.2a and 5.2b show the
percent increase for the weight averaged molecular weight for in lignin fractionation
using organic solvents. It is evident that all three solvents were capable of solubilizing
lignin to some extent and thereby facilitating extraction of higher molecular weight
portion of the lignins under study. For acetone first fractionation the increase in Mw
compared to original sample was 29%, 49% and 21% for P rotobind1000, 2400 and 4000,
respectively. This increase was 27%, 55% and 13% for methanol for same kinds of
lignin. Since the initial lignin was highly mono-dispersed compared to many other types
stated in literature, the fractionation was not effective in increasing Mw as compared to
some of the reported values (>90%)86 . The mass loss during first methanol fractionation
for Protobind 1000, 2400 and 4000, was approximately 57%, 63% and 28%, respectively.
For acetone first fractionation it was 47%, 69% and 3%, respectively. These mass losses
are consistent with the findings in other studies86. During the acetone second
fractionation the mass loss was decreased to 15%, 10% in Protobind 1000 and 2400 but
increased to 10% for Protobind 4000.
Acetone as a solvent with a strong hydrogen bonding capacity90 dissolved a large
portion of the original lignin sample. The solubility parameter of acetone is ~20.45
MPa0.5 and it is very close to lignin solubility parameter of 22.5 MPa0.5. Therefore,
lignin has a better dissolution capacity in acetone compared to methanol
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[δ (methanol)=29.5 MPa0.5] and THF [δ (THF)=18.5 MPa0.5]. It has been reported that
the lignin solubility decreases as the solubility parameter decreases90. Therefore, it was
clear that, THF having lower solubility than lignin, had the lowest increase in Mn and
Mw. When the chains are much smaller, such as monomers and oligomers, they will
solubilize in solvent and will be removed with supernatant during fractionation. “Smaller
lignin chains could be potentially easier to remove due to being less cross linked and
form fewer bonds with other lignocellulosic polymers in the cell wall”84. The removal of
low molecular fractions resulted in lignin with less low molecular weight fraction. This
resulted in an increased Mw for fractionated lignin. Table 5.2 summarizes the numberaveraged molecular weight, weight-averaged molecular weight and polydispersity of
fractionated lignin obtained from GPC. It was observed that polydispersity also increased
in all samples after fractionation, which is similar with the findings reported in other
studies89.
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Figure 5.2

Effect of organic solvents in lignin fractionation; a-first fractionation
solids, and b- second fractionation solids.
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Table 5.2

Mn and Mw of fractionated lignin

Fractionation

Protobind

Mn (Da)

Mw (Da)

Polydispersity

Organic solvent : Acetone
First

Second

1000

2640 ±13

3395±38

1.27±0.01

2400

2985±66

4055±147

1.36±0.02

4000

2242±32

2603±61

1.12±0.01

1000

2796±4

3672±45

1.34±0.02

2400

3060±197

4184±370

1.43±0.03

4000

2289±24

2640±57

1.15±0.01

Organic solvent : Methanol
First

Second

1000

2625±99

3339±272

1.29±0.05

2400

3087±244

4222±509

1.36±0.06

4000

2156±147

2409±258

1.16±0.04

1000

2835±120

3788±259

1.31±0.03

2400

3394±80

4855±59

1.37±0.02

4000

2156±147

2409±258

1.15±0

Organic solvent : THF
First

Second

1000

2566±62

3226±117

1.26±0.02

2400

2599±57

3312±140

1.27±0.03

4000

2244±7

2583±14

1.15±0

1000

2474±94

3013±216

1.22±0.04

2400

2314±66

2742±108

1.15±0.01

4000

2192±53

2469±89

1.13±0.01

Note: Results obtained from GPC
5.3.2

Effect of sequential fractionation
The high molecular weight fraction of the solvent fractionated lignin samples,

(fractionate 1), was re-dissolved in the same solvent. The supernatant with low molecular
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weight fraction was removed and high molecular weight fraction (fractionate 2) was
obtained. Data obtained for this sequential fractionation are presented in Figure 5.3. It
was found that sequential washing removed the low molecular weight fraction of all
types of lignin using the solvents methanol and acetone. Methanol and acetone
fractionation resulted in an increased Mn and Mw for fractionate 2 compared to
fractionate 1. However, the percent increase in molecular weight reduced. For example,
Protobind 2400 resulted in 29.3% and 27.3% increase in Mw for the first methanol and
acetone fractionation respectively. Taking first fractionation as the basis, only 14.9% and
3.2% increase could be observed during the second fractionation for methanol and
acetone respectively. This was expected, because, when the smaller molecule chains are
initially removed during the first fractionation; it is not an easy task to remove slightly
heavier highly covalently bonded chains remaining. THF was the least effective solvent
in the first fractionation. During the second fractionation, lignin molecular weight
decreased in fractionates 2 compared to fractionate 1 and it was highly pronounced in
Protobind2400. Yalcin et al.96 reported that THF dissolved lignin in full. Therefore one
possibility could be that THF, after a certain period of interactions, facilitated the
breakdown of lignin polymers creating smaller chains of monomers and oligomers.
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Figure 5.3

Effect of organic solvents on fractionation

Note: The bars filled with dots and lines indicate the first fractionation and second
fractionation, respectively.
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The FTIR spectra were obtained for all the lignin samples fractionated using the
three organic solvents. These were compared with the FTIR spectrum of the as-received
sample, to determine if there are any structural alteration occurred during the
fractionation process. The results are shown in the Figure5.4. The broad band near the
wavenumbers 3350 cm-1 is attributed to hydroxyl groups present in phenolic and aliphatic
structures 44,98–100. The peak around 2900 cm-1 is due to C-H stretching100 in aromatic
methoxyl groups; methyl and methylene groups in side chains. The strong peak near 1600
cm-1 is for the C=C vibrations in the aromatic ring 98,100,101. The carbonyl groups44,100 in
most of lignin types cannot be identified as a strong peaks around 1680-1720 cm-1, giving
possible reason for insolubility in water. The ether –O- peak can be identified by the
strong peak100 around 1043 cm-1. These are common peaks and band associated with
lignin molecule100. These peaks continued to present in all lignin samples before and after
fractionation.
The glass transition temperature of the fractionated lignin was obtained by DSC
analysis. Most polymers undergo annealing beyond their glass transition to avoid prior
thermal history. However, lignin is a thermoset and, therefore, once heated beyond its
glass transition temperature (Tg), it never return to the original state. Therefore, the
procedures requiring thermal scans beyond Tg to avoid prior thermal history cannot be
effectively used for lignin. It was reported that lignin starts to breakdown at a
temperature as low as 120oC by formation of formaldehyde26. Therefore, it was decided
not to proceed annealing beyond this temperature. In all DSC scans the ‘apparent’
melting was observed instead of clear glass transition. This weak endothermic peak
appeared at the end of Tg is due to the molecular relaxation which could possibly be
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avoided if annealed beyond Tg. Therefore, the midpoint of onset and end of Tg
(temperature of endothermic peak) was reported as Tg measured during this work.

Figure 5.4

The FTIR spectra of the fractionated lignin

Note: a-FTIR spectrum of Protobind 1000 fractionated using three organic solvents, b.
FTIR spectrum of sequentially fractionated Protobind 1000 using methanol
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Protobind 1000, 2400 and 4000 analyzed as-received, had glass transition
temperature of 186oC, 140oC and 184oC, respectively. Tg increased after fractionation as
the molecular weight increased. Figure 5.5 shows the results for Protobind 1000
fractionated using methanol. The glass transition temperature increased to 193oC, in
methanol fractionate 1. A reduction of glass transition temperature was observed in
solvent soluble, low molecular fraction or the supernatant. During methanol sequential
fractionation glass transition temperature was further increased to 195oC for fractionate 2
and reduced to 190oC for solvent soluble fraction. The same trend was observed in other
types of lignin fractionated using methanol and acetone as well. Figure 5.6 shows the
change in glass transition temperature for methanol fractionation for Protobind 4000.
Table 5.3 summarizes the results for all lignin types fractionated by the 3 organic
solvents.

Figure 5.5

The change in Tg after methanol fractionation of Protobind 1000
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The glass transition data observed using DSC was correlated with GPC data. As
the molecular weight increased, the Tg increased. The THF fractionations of linins
showed different results in the sequential fractionation, but a clear reduction in glass
transition was also observed for PB 2400. However, Tg values for Protobind 1000 and
4000 increased for both fractionations.

Figure 5.6

Increase in Tg for fractionate 1 and 2 of Protobind 4000 using methanol
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Table 5.3

Glass transition of fractionated lignin
Tg-Original
(oC)

Tg-First
fractionation
(oC)

Tg-Second
fractionation
(oC)

Protobind 1000

186

193

195

Protobind 2400 Methanol

140*

197

207

Protobind 4000

181

196

198

Protobind 1000

186

194

192

140*

191

194

Protobind 4000

181

217

191

Protobind 1000

186

206

217

140*

161

153

181

214

222

Lignin

Protobind 2400

Solvent

Acetone

Protobind 2400

THF

Protobind 4000
Note: ramp used was 10oC/min
5.3.3

Conclusions
Three different types of low sulfur lignin were fractionated using 3 organic

solvents: methanol, acetone and THF. Molecular weight increased as lignin fractionated
using the aforementioned solvents successfully. It was found that the solvents with a
closer solubility parameter to the lignin solubility had a better fractionation capability.
When the solubility parameter decreases beyond the lignin solubility, the fractionation
was not much success. The glass transition temperature increased with the increase in
molecular weight. A more comprehensible result compared to THF as reveled by acetone
and methanol fractionation of lignin.
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CHAPTER VI
LIGNIN TO GRAPHENE

Graphene has become highly attractive in electronics, composites, heat transfer
and many other applications due to its novel properties. Graphene has a sp2 hybridized
structure, and tends to stack on each other to form graphite, by monolayers attractions
(pi-pi bonding)102. Thermal conductivity of ~3000W/mK and in plane mechanical
stiffness of 1060GPa makes graphite to be a remarkable material103. Graphene has many
advantages over graphite in many applications such as enhancing electrical conductivity,
enhancing thermal conductivity, strengthening applications such as incorporating with a
resin matrix in composite, and etc102. Graphene is produced by different micromechanical
cleavage of graphite39, exfoliation39,40,60, carbon vapor deposition104 and etc. As the
demand and cost of production increases; other green approaches to produce graphene in
bulk with a low cost were investigated. In this study, lignin is used as the carbon
precursor for graphene production using carbonization techniques. Carbonization is a
thermo-chemical process for converting organic material in to carbon or a carbon
containing material by pyrolysis105. It is a series of complex reactions like
dehydrogenation, condensation, hydrogen transfer, isomerization and decomposition106.
Carbonization is an exothermic process and the amount of energy transferred to the
sample and final temperature determines the degree of carbonization and residual amount
of non-carbon material106.
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Two main lignin types were selected as the carbon precursor based on sulfur
content; high sulfur lignosulfonate (Sigma Aldrich) and low sulfur Protobind 1000
(GreenValue Inc.). The effect of sulfur on graphitization will be evaluated by comparing
graphene produced using the two lignin types. Alpha-Fe2O3 nano particles (particle size
3nm) were used to catalyze the carbonization step. Graphene produced from
carbonization was purified using HNO3 and HCl acids separately. The purification
techniques were compared for the removal of impurities, carbonization catalyst and
amorphous carbon; with or without less structural damages. A single layer graphene
oxide water dispersion (GNP) obtained from US Research Nanomaterial Inc., was used as
the standard graphene sheets for comparison. The standard graphene sheet has a thickness
of 0.43-1.23nm and a diameter of 1.5-5.5μm.
6.1
6.1.1

Experimental procedure
Carbonization
The samples of low sulfur lignin and high sulfur lignosulfonate were obtained

from Sigma Aldrich and GreenValue Inc. Pre weighted sample of lignin and the catalyst
(2.5% w/w) mixed with water and sonicated in an ultra-sonicator (ACE GLASS
Incorporated, model GEX 750 -5C) for 1 hour in pulse mode at a frequency of 20kHz
inside a constant temperature bath (Isotemp 3013D, Fisher Scientific) at 4oC (Figure 6.1).
Ultrasonic energy was delivered in pulsed cycles, 20 seconds on and 5 second off. Then
the mixture was centrifuged to remove water and dried for 24 hours. Approximately 1g
of sample from the dried lignin/catalyst mixture was placed in a ceramic boat and heated
to 1100oC in a tube furnace (Carbolite, England) with a purge gas flow of
H2/N2(10/90%) mixture at a rate of ~100mL/min. The heating rate was 2oC/min and then
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maintained at the desired set point temperature, 1100oC for 4 hours. Subsequently, the
sample was cooled to room temperature.

Figure 6.1

Protobind 1000 and Fe2O3 mixing in ultra sonicator.

Note: Left- the sample during sonication and right- sample after sonication
6.1.2

Graphene purification and catalyst removal
Concentrated HNO3 acid and HCl were used to remove impurities from prepared

graphene. ACS grade 70% HNO3 solution was used to prepare 2mol/L HNO3 solution.
The pH measured was 0.75. ACS grade 6N HCl was diluted with ultrapure water (1:2).
Graphene was mixed with an acid solution, 1:20 (w/v), and then digested at 100oC in a
constant temperature bath for 30 minutes. The solids were separated by filtering the
sample using 1.2μm glass fiber filter. Then, the solids were washed extensively using
ultrapure water followed by drying at 103oC for 12 hours.
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6.1.3

Graphene characterization
The graphene samples prepared were characterized using TEM, XPS and TGA

with the GNP standard.
Transmission Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (TEM-EDS,
JEOL 2100, 200kV) used to characterize graphene samples, as prepared and purified.
TEM sample was prepared by dispersing small amount of sample (~0.01g) in 15mL of
methanol by ultra-sonication for 1 hour. The sample was kept in a constant temperature
bath at 4oC during sonication. The dispersed solution was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 1
hour and then a drop of the supernatant was placed onto a Lacey carbon grid and allowed
to dry overnight in a desiccator prior to being analyzed in a TEM. Figure 6.2 (A) show
the graphene methanol mixture before the ultra-sonication. The sonication probe is
clearly seen inside the glass reactor. Figure 6.2(B) shows the sample after ultrasonication, where, sonication probe is not visible due to well dispersed graphene. Figure
6.2(B &C) show the graphene dispersion transferred to a glass vial soon after ultrasonication and after 12 hours. It was clear that only a part of the dispersion settled in that
amount of time.
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Figure 6.2

Ultra-sonication of graphene

Note: a. A purified graphene sample made of lignosulfonate lignin before ultrasonication, b. after ultra-sonication, c. Protobind 1000- Fe2O3-graphene dispersion in
methanol soon after sonication, d. the same after 12 hours
X-ray photo electron analysis was conducted using a Perkin-Elmer PHI 1600 XPS
surface analysis system. This instrument consists of PHI 10-360 spherical capacitor
energy analyzer (SCA), Perkin Elmer 04-303A ion gun, Perkin Elmer dual anode x ray
source, Perkin Elmer 10-110 electron gun , Omni Focus II small area lens, and a high
performance multi-channel detection (MCD) system. The sample was irradiated with the
x-rays in an area of 800μm diameter. The spectrum was acquired in the range of 01100eV using monochromatic Mg Kα x–ray source (1253.6eV) at 300W and 15kV at a
takeoff angle of 45o. A few drops of methanol dispersed graphene sample was placed on
a gold coated silicon wafer and air died before being analyzed using the XPS. The
survey spectrum was collected with 23.5eV pass energy in 0.5eV step size and using 10
scans. The high resolution spectrum was obtained using 46.95eV pass energy and 0.2eV
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step size in a 20-30eV range specific for the individual element with at least 25 scans per
each element.
Thermal stability of the graphene samples was measured using TGA analyzer
(SDT Q 600, TA Instruments). All samples including GNS were vacuum dried at 100oC
for about 12 hours before analyzing in TGA. Approximately 5±1mg of sample was
added to a TGA alumina pan was heated to minimum 800oC in high purity air at a
heating rate of 5oC/min and weight loss was recorded. The final residue corresponds to
the sample ash content.
6.2
6.2.1

Results and Discussion
GNP standard
GNP was selected as the standard for comparison with the graphene samples

produced and it was characterized in TEM-EDS, TGA and XPS. Figure 6.3 shows TEM
images, diffraction pattern and composition of GNP. The transparent single layer
graphene sheets are clearly visible on the cupper mesh in Figure 6.3(a) and (b). The
darker lines appearing in Figure 6.3 (b) was due to the folded or overlapped sheets. The
GNP composition determined from TEM-EDS was 71.2 w% of carbon and 27.3w% of
oxygen (Figure 6.3(e)). This confirmed the presence of graphene oxide. The diffraction
pattern in Figure 6.3 (c) and (d) showed the six fold symmetry expected for
graphene/graphite107. The intensity of the diffraction spots closer to the incident beam is
much higher compared to the diffraction spots away from the incident beam in Figure 6.3
(c), confirmed presence of single layer graphene. The diffraction pattern from a region
containing two overlapped single layer graphene is shown in Figure 6.3(d) 107.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 6.3

TEM-EDS characterization of GNP.

Notes: (a),(b)TEM images, (c) diffraction pattern of a single layer graphene, (d)
diffraction pattern of two overlapped single layers and (e) local composition from the
EDS mapping
The chemical composition of the GNP standard was determined from XPS
analysis. The survey spectrum presented in Figure 6.4 clearly shows two distinct peaks
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present at ~533eV and ~286eV for O1s and C1s, respectively. A small peak for Si2p
was presented at ~103eV. However, there were no possible sources of silicon other than
the gold coated silicon wafer, which was used to mount the sample during the analysis.
Thus, the sample composition was normalized and presented in Table 6.1. The
composition of C (~71.8 at%) and O (~28.2 at%) obtained from XPS matched with TEMEDS data confirming the presence of graphene oxide.

C1s
O1s

Si2p

Figure 6.4

Table 6.1

The XPS survey spectrum for GNP standard

Composition of the GNP standard as obtained from XPS

Element
C

Composition as detected
(at%)
70.44

Normalized composition
(at%)
71.78

O

27.70

28.22

Si

1.86

0
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O1s core level spectrum of GNP was investigated in detail at the binding energy
range of 525-545eV. Figure 6.5 shows the dominant bond types present in core level C1s
spectrum and their atomic composition. The de-convoluted peak showed two major C
bonds are possible. The dominant peak at 533.3 eV attributed to C-O bonds, and the peak
at 531.2eV corresponds to O-C=O bonds which is present in graphene oxide 108–110.
Figure 6.6 shows the core level C1s spectrum and the atomic composition of the
most prominent bonds presented in GNP standard. The main components present were
non oxygenated C in aromatic rings(C=C/C-C), and C-O groups. The C=C/C-C and C-O
were present in a quantities of 75.7 at% and 24.3 at% at binding energies 284.6eV and
286.1eV, respectively108,110. The core level Fe2p spectrum revealed no distinguishable
peak present for Fe.

O-C=O
531.2eV
83.9%

C-O
533.3eV
16.1%

Figure 6.5

Core level O1s spectrum of GNP standard with the atomic composition of
dominant components
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O-C
286.1eV
75.7%

Figure 6.6

6.2.2

C-C/C=C
284.6eV
24.3%

Core level C1s spectrum of GNP standard with the atomic composition of
dominant components

Protobind 1000-Fe2O3-graphene
Protobind 1000-Fe2O3-graphene was analyzed in XPS prior to any purification to

determine the composition of the sample. Figure 6.7 show the survey spectrum for
Protobind 1000-Fe2O3-graphene, as prepared. Based on the survey spectra, the sample
composition was mainly oxygen, carbon, iron and silicon. No possible sources of Si other
than the gold coated Si wafer used to mount the sample. Therefore the atomic
composition of the sample was normalized and presented in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.7

The XPS survey spectrum of Protobind1000-Fe2O3 graphene sample as
prepared

Table 6.2

Composition of Protobind 1000-Fe2O3 graphene obtained from XPS

Element
C

Detected composition (at%) Normalized composition (at%)
73.56
76.38

O

22.48

23.34

Si

3.69

0

Fe

0.27

0.28

Figure 6.8 shows core level O1s and C1s spectra for Protobind 1000-Fe2O3graphene, as prepared. The core level C1s spectra was fitted to two main groups, nonoxygenated carbon (C-C/C=C) and carbon-oxygen single bond (C-O) at binding energies
284.6eV and 286.1eV, respectively. As the number of oxygen bonded to carbon
molecule increases, the binding energy also increased, because, oxygen is more
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electronegative than carbon and thus it pull the electrons away from carbon111. The
possibility of forming Fe-C bonds is ignored because no dominant peak is present at
283.3 eV108. The typical binding energies for sp2 carbon(C=C) present in graphene and
sp3(C-C) carbon is ~284eV and 285eV, respectively108. A carbon with sp2 bond will
have a broad asymmetric tail towards higher binding energies and sp3 will have a more
symmetric peak112. Therefore, by comparing the peak shape, it is assumed that the
carbon present here is graphene (sp2). This was confirmed further, by the comparison of
C1s of GNP standard. The core level spectra for α-Fe2O3 has two major peaks
(doublets); Fe (2p 3/2) and Fe (2p ½) at binding energies 711.6eV and 724.8eV,
respectively. No Fe peaks in core level Fe2p spectrum was observed The absence of FeC bonds was confirmed due to the absence of any peak at 707.5eV108.
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Figure 6.8

XPS characterization for Protobind1000-Fe2O3 graphene sample as
prepared.

Notes: (a)Core level O1s and (b) core level C1s spectrum
The TEM images were obtained for Protobind1000-Fe2O3-graphene sample prior
to any purification and was presented in Figure 6.8. The transparent graphene layers are
present along with the dark spots attributed to graphitic, amorphous carbon or catalyst
particles.
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Figure 6.9

The TEM images of as prepared Protobind1000-Fe2O3-graphene

The EDS mapping of the sample was carried out to find the local composition of
the dark spots. Figure 6.10 shows that the local composition of the dark spots in electron
image, attributed mainly for Fe and O, confirming the presence of catalytic Fe2O3
nanoparticles.
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Figure 6.10

Local composition of Protobind1000-Fe2O3-graphene using EDS mapping.

Notes: (a) electron image, and mapping of (b) Fe, (c) C, (d) O, (e) Si
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As Protobind1000-Fe2O3-graphene sample purified using HNO3 the sample was
more homogenized and dark spots appeared on graphene sample reduced. Figure 6.11
shows TEM images of the sample and the transparent layers are much prominent in (a)
and (b) compared to unpurified sample. Figure 6.11(c) shows a crystalline area of the
sample and (d) suggest that the graphene sample is highly exfoliated40. The composition
of purified Protobind1000-Fe2O3-graphene is mainly carbon. The composition detected
from EDS before and after purification is given in Table 6.3. It was observed that the
carbon content increased and the catalytic Fe was reduced as purified. Therefore HNO3
purification was effective in enhancing the purity of graphene samples produced by lignin
carbonization.

Figure 6.11

The TEM images of HNO3 acid purified Protobind1000-Fe2O3-graphene
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Table 6.3

Composition of Protobind 1000-Fe2O3 graphene obtained from EDS before
and after purification

Elements
C

Before purification
(at%)
89.4 ± 0.2

After purification
(at%)
93.0 ± 0.4

O

3.3 ± 0.1

5.6 ± 0.4

Fe

4.9 ± 0.1

0.8 ± 0.1

2.5

0.6

Other

The diffraction pattern obtained for a selected area of the graphene sample is
shown in Figure 6.12. The sample is polycrystalline, because, there are several
diffraction spots present with varying intensities (Figure 6.12(a)) other than the six fold
symmetry attributed to graphene. Similar to the findings for the GNP standard, six fold
symmetry107 expected for graphene/graphite was also observed in the sample (Figure
6.12(b)). The diffraction spots closer to the incident beam is much brighter compared to
the diffraction spots away from the incident beam, confirming graphene is a single layer.

Figure 6.12

The diffraction pattern for purified graphene
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Non-carbonaceous content of a sample is defined as the residual mass at
625oC49. This is mainly the amount of catalyst remaining in the sample for graphene
derived from lignin. TGA analysis was incorporated under reactive atmosphere (air) to
determine the non-carbonaceous content. Figure 6.13(a) and (b) show the weight loss
curve and DTG curve for Protobind 1000-Fe2O3- graphene: with and without purification,
GNP standard and Protobind 1000 lignin, respectively. GNP standard shows a higher
weight loss at low temperatures compared to Protobind 1000-Fe2O3- graphene, but it had
a very low non-carbonaceous content (5.3%) graphene prepared in this work without
purification (~10%). After purifying with HNO3 non-carbonaceous content reduced
to~8.7%. Therefore, this confirms HNO3 purification is partially effective in removing
carbonaceous catalyst.
The first derivative of the TGA, DTG peak temperature is used to determine the
thermal stability of the sample. DTG peak for as prepared Protobind 1000-Fe2O3graphene shifted to a higher temperature after purification. The findings in here confirm
that thermal stability increases with the degree of purification. Nitric acid purified
graphene had higher stability compared to HCl purified graphene. However, it was also
observed that two distinguishable peaks present for HNO3 purified graphene sample. This
indicates two different structures are possible in the sample and may be a result of more
stable graphite (multi walled graphene) and graphene or damaged graphite/graphene with
functional groups113.
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Figure 6.13

TGA characterization of Protobind 1000-Fe2O3- graphene.

(a) weight loss curve and (b) DTG curve
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6.2.3

Lignosulfonate-Fe2O3 graphene
Lignosulfonate was also used to produce graphene under the same operating

conditions and purification techniques similar to Protobind 1000-Fe2O3- graphene. The
TEM images were obtained and shown in Figure 6.14 (a) and (b) for sample without
purification. The transparent graphene layers are present along with the darker areas.

Figure 6.14

The TEM images of Lignosulfonate-Fe2O3 graphene as prepared

The EDS mapping of the sample was carried out to find the local composition of
the dark spots. Figure 6.15 show that the local composition of the large dark areas in
electron image attributed to amorphous carbon.
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Figure 6.15

Local composition of Lignosulfonate-Fe2O3-graphene using EDS mapping.

Notes: (a) electron image, and mapping of (b) Fe, (c) C, (d) O, (e) Si
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The diffraction pattern was obtained in TEM for Lignosulfonate-Fe2O3-graphene
and shown in Figure 6.16. Other than the six fold symmetry attributed to the graphene or
graphite, the intensities of the diffraction spots near to the incident electron beam are
much weaker than the spots present far from the incident beam in Figure 6.16(a). This
indicates graphene present in the sample is multilayer. The Figure 6.16(b) shows local
poly-crystallite present in the sample.

Figure 6.16

The diffraction pattern for Lignosulfonate-Fe2O3-graphene before
purification

Figure 6.17 show the TGA sample characterization for Lignosulfonate-Fe2O3graphene. The non-carbonaceous content of Lignosulfonate graphene (~21%) was higher
compared to Protobind graphene (~10%). The ash content was reduced to 16% for the
purified lignosulfonate graphene. The molecular weight of lignosulfonate is higher
(number averaged molecular weight (Mn) of ~7000g/moL and weight averaged
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molecular weight (Mw) of ~52000g/moL)28 than Protobind lignin(Mn is 1935g/moL and
Mw is 2060g/moL). Therefore, it was expected to have a higher DTG peak temperature
for lignosulfonate compared to Protobind lignin. As raw lignosulfonate lignin oxidizes it
produce two distinct peaks, at temperatures ~325oC and ~ 450oC as presented in Figure
6.17(b). The second peak lies in the same temperature range as of Protobind 1000.
Therefore, only the second peak shift was compared with Protobind, assuming that
similar structures would have similar DTG peaks. The second DTG peak for
lignosulfonate shifted to a higher temperature than in Protobind graphene as expected.
Therefore, graphite/graphene prepared using lignosulfonate was more thermally stable
compared to Protobind graphene.
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Figure 6.17

TGA characterization of Lignosulfonate-Fe2O3-graphene. (a) Weight loss
and (b) DTG curve
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6.3

Conclusions
Graphene was successfully produced from two commercially available lignin

types, Protobind 1000 and Lignosulfonate, with Fe2O3 catalyst. Single layer graphene
oxide was used as the standard to compare with the graphene samples produced. When
comparing the two types of lignin, lignosulfonate had many impurities but it was more
thermally stable compared to Protobind1000. Therefore, graphene made of lignosulfonate
was also thermally stable compared to Protobind graphene. The graphene produced in
this study using both lignin types was polycrystalline but, there were localized areas of
crystalline graphene also. Single layer graphene was observed in graphene prepared by
both lignin types. The composition of the graphene prepared was mainly C, O and Fe as
analyzed by EDS and XPS. Therefore, it was assumed that the sample contains graphene
oxide and this was confirmed by XPS characterization. Acid purification successfully
removed non-carbonaceous material including the Fe2O3 catalyst. HNO3 purification was
better compared to HCl. However HNO3 purification introduced minor structural
damages to the sample. This was observed from the presence of two TGA-DTG peak;
which were not otherwise.
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CHAPTER VII
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

Overall Conclusions
In this work, lignin was studied as a low cost carbon precursor for graphene

production. Initially the kinetics of low sulfur Protobind lignin pyrolysis was investigated
using the Kissinger approach and a standard ASTM method - ASTM E 1641. The effect
of lignin purification on changing activation energy was further investigated using the
aforementioned methods. The following conclusions could be made:


The assumption of “rate lignin pyrolysis is a first order reaction” was a
good approximation.



The activation energy calculated from Kissinger approach for Protobind
1000 and 2400 did not differ much indicating the presence of a similar
molecular structure for them.



The activation energy calculated from ASTM E 1641 method for all three
types of lignin, Protobind 1000, Protobind 2400 and Protobind 4000, were
lower compared to Kissinger approach but much closer to each other. This
indicated the presence of a similar structure for all three lignin types.



The acid purified lignin samples showed low sulfur levels and exhibited
higher thermal stability.
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The activation energies calculated for purified lignins found to be higher
in Kissinger approach, compared to ASTM method, except for Protobind
4000.



ASTM E 1641 was found to be a better approach in determining kinetics
of lignin pyrolysis for Protobind lignin.

The Protobind lignin was solvent fractionated using methanol, acetone and THF
to extract the high molecular weight fraction from the sample. The observations were as
follows:


The molecular weight (both number averaged and weight averaged) and
polydispersity increased in solvent fractionated lignin.



Solvents with solubility parameter closer to lignin solubility gave better
results.



Lignin fractionation capability decreased as the solubility parameter
decreased beyond lignin solubility.



Sequential fractionation using acetone and methanol resulted in high
molecular weight fraction.



The fractionated lignin had a higher glass transition temperature due to
increase in molecular weight.

Two types of lignin, low sulfur Protobind and high sulfur lignosulfonate were
carbonized for graphene production using Fe2O3 nanoparticles as the catalyst. The
following conclusions could be made:


The composition of product was mainly C, O and Fe as analyzed by EDS
and XPS.
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The graphene produced using both lignin types was polycrystalline with
localized areas of crystalline monolayer and multi-layer graphene.



Acid purification successfully removed non-carbonaceous material
including the Fe2O3 catalyst.


7.2

HNO3 purification introduced minor structural damages to the sample.

Recommendations
During this study it was understood that several other investigations and

improvements could be possible to achieve better results.
Kinetic studies of lignin pyrolysis showed that the activation energy calculated
from ASTM E 1641 increased as the failure criterion or the percent mass loss selected
increased. This can be due to the presence of volatiles and impurities80 in the sample
with decomposition temperature attributed to the selected mass loss. This could have
been accurately confirmed by incorporating a gas analysis technique along with TGA.
Therefore an analysis such as TGA/MS is recommended.
After extracting the first fractionation, same solvent was used to obtain the second
fractionate during the sequential fractionation in this study. Knowing that the solubility of
lignin increases following the order: water < benzene < methanol < ether < acetone <
pyridine90, a better sequential approach is recommended to increase the extraction
efficiency using different solvents. The solvents with lower solubility than the lignin can
be avoided as well. The GPC calibration was carried out using polystyrene standards.
However, the difference in hydrodynamic radius of polystyrene and lignin84 may result in
less accurate predictions of molecular weight. Use of lignin based standard is
recommended to avoid this and to obtain more accurate results. If lignin is not fully
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dissolved in THF, that may result in irreproducible data. Therefore, it is recommended to
determine minimum time required for full dissolution of lignin in THF by analyzing in
GPC at different time durations. Investigating other characterization tools such as
dynamic light scattering techniques will be helpful to confirm the results obtained.
During the production of graphene from lignin, a few different catalysts are
recommended to be investigated in the carbonization process for obtaining a better
quality product in high yields. The catalysts can be metals such as Fe, Ni, Cd, Mn. Better
dispersion will result in higher contact area between the catalyst and precursor. For solid
samples, solvation and ultra-sonication or heating to a higher temperature as a solution is
recommended to increase dispersion. During this study, each sample was purified only
once. Investigating sequential purification steps with mild conditions compared to single
purification step with harsh conditions may reduce the possible structural damages while
increasing the final product quality. Carbonization temperature and the environment are
major factors affecting the final quality of the product. Therefore, higher temperatures are
recommended for a better quality product. Different carbonizing environments other than
H2 such as Ar, CH4, CO2 may produce better quality graphene. Advanced
characterization techniques such as Raman spectroscopy will be helpful to understand the
properties of the product better.
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Property

PB 1000 PB 2400 PB 4000

% solids
Composition on dry basis %

>95

>95

>95

sulfur free lignin

>90

~90

~90

hemicellulose sugars

<3

<2

<2

ash

<2

<2

<3

~4

~4

~6

~200

~130

~190

pH (1-% aqueous suspension)
Softening temperature (oC)
TGA

% weight loss to 100oC

1.3

% weight loss from 100-200oC

1.6

Mn

1000-2000 ~1000

Mw

~1000

4000-6000

bulk density
Particle size (μm)
water (acid or neutral)
Solubility

~0.3

~0.55

~0.48

<210

<210

<210

Nill

Nill

Nill

aqueous alkali

very high very highvery high

phenol

very high very highvery high

furfural alcohol

very high very highvery high

acetone

very high very highvery high

ethyl acetate

very high very highvery high

DEG, PEG

very high very highvery high

aromatic polyols
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high

high

